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SENATE CONCURRENT RESOLUTIONS & SENATE RESOLUTIONS ADOPTED

SCR001 2004  REQUESTING THE SUPERINTENDENT OF EDUCATION TO ADDRESS THE LEGISLATURE ASSEMBLED IN JOINT SESSION.
Introduced by: Sakamoto N (586-8585), Hooser G

SCR005 2004  SUBMITTING TO THE LEGISLATURE OF THE STATE OF HAWAII FOR REVIEW OF ACTION TAKEN BY THE BOARD OF LAND AND NATURAL RESOURCES ON LAND EXCHANGES.
Introduced by: Bund A R (586-6090)
Committee Reports: SSCR 2662 (WLA) HSCR 1041-04 (WLH) HSCR 1524-04 (FIN)

SCR007 2004  AUTHORIZING THE ISSUANCE OF NON-EXCLUSIVE EASEMENT COVERING PORTION OF SUBMERGED LANDS AT SPRECKELSVILLE, WAILUKU, MAUI, HAWAII, FOR MAINTENANCE OF ROCK GROIN PURPOSES.
Introduced by: Bund A R (586-6090)
Committee Reports: SSCR 2864 (WLA) HSCR 1042-04 (WLH) HSCR 1525-04 (FIN)

SCR008 2004  AUTHORIZING THE ISSUANCE OF NON-EXCLUSIVE EASEMENT COVERING PORTION OF SUBMERGED LANDS AT KANEHOE, KOOLAUPOKO, OAHU, HAWAII, FOR MAINTENANCE OF BREAKWATER PURPOSES.
Introduced by: Bund A R (586-6090)
Committee Reports: SSCR 2865 (WLA) HSCR 1043-04 (WLH) HSCR 1526-04 (FIN)

SCR009 2004 SD1 HD1 (HSCR 1379-04)  SUBMITTING TO THE LEGISLATURE OF THE STATE OF HAWAII FOR REVIEW OF ACTION TAKEN BY THE BOARD OF LAND AND NATURAL RESOURCES ON LAND EXCHANGES.
Introduced by: Bund A R (586-6090)
Committee Reports: SSCR 2874 (WLA) HSCR 1379-04 (WLH)

SCR012 2004 SD1 (SSCR 2509)  SUPPORTING INCREASING THE DEPTH OF BARBERS POINT HARBOR.
Introduced by: Kawamoto C (586-6970), Kanno B
Committee Reports: SSCR 2509 (TMG) HSCR 1034-04 (TRN) HSCR 1527-04 (FIN)

SCR013 2004  REQUESTING HAWAII'S CONGRESSIONAL DELEGATION TO ENSURE THAT AT LEAST EIGHTY PER CENT OF FEDERAL EXPENDITURES REMAIN IN HAWAII, AND THE RIGHTS OF LOCAL UNION LABOR TO FAIR WAGES UNDER THE DAVIS-BACON ACT ARE NOT CIRCUMVENTED, ON THE U.S. MILITARY PRIVATIZATION CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTS FOR IMPROVEMENTS ON HAWAII MILITARY BASES.
Introduced by: Kawamoto C (586-6970), Espero W, Aduja M
Committee Reports: SSCR 3323 (LBR/ TMG/) HSCR 1558-04 (LAB/ PSM/)

SCR017 2004 HD1 (HSCR 1503-04)  URGING THE SETTING OF AN EXAMPLE TO OUR CHILDREN AND OUT-OF-STATE VISITORS BY DESIGNATING ALL AREAS OF THE STATE CAPITOL SMOKE-FREE.
Introduced by: Chun Oakland S (586-6130), Tsutsui S, Kanno B
Committee Reports: SSCR 2918 (HTH) HSCR 1503-04 (HLT)

SCR018 2004  SUPPORTING THE COURAGEOUS LEADERSHIP OF THE UNIFIED BUDDHIST CHURCH OF VIETNAM AND THE URGENT NEED FOR RELIGIOUS FREEDOM AND RELATED HUMAN RIGHTS IN THE SOCIALIST REPUBLIC OF VIETNAM.
Introduced by: Chun Oakland S (586-6130)
Committee Reports: SSCR 3280 (TMG/ SAT/) HSCR 1510-04 (INT)

SCR020 2004  REQUESTING THE UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII TO UPDATE THE 1994 DEPARTMENT OF ACCOUNTING AND GENERAL SERVICES' MASTER BUILDING PLAN FOR THE COLLEGE OF EDUCATION.
Introduced by: Sakamoto N (586-8585)
Committee Reports: SSCR 2547 (EDU) HSCR 1522-04 (HED)

SCR027 2004  URGING SUPPORT FOR FEDERAL LEGISLATION AUTHORIZING THE IMPORTATION OF PRESCRIPTION DRUGS.
Introduced by: Tsutsui S (586-7344), English J, Baker R, Hooser G
Committee Reports: SSCR 3076 (CPH/ HTH/) HSCR 1554-04 (HLT)

SENATE CONCURRENT RESOLUTIONS & SENATE RESOLUTIONS ADOPTED

Introduced by: Kim D (587-7200)
Committee Reports: SSCR 2875 (SAT/ TSM/) HSCR 1380-04 (TAC)

SCR030 2004 HD1 (HSCR 1493-04)
ENDORSING AND SUPPORTING THE SPIRIT OF HAWAII GOODWILL AND FRIENDSHIP COASTAL KOREA VISIT AND URGING THE DEMOCRATIC PEOPLE’S REPUBLIC OF KOREA TO SUPPORT JAE KWON LEE AND JONATHAN COWLES ON THEIR JOURNEY TO NORTH KOREA.
Introduced by: Kim D (587-7200)
Committee Reports: SSCR 3062 (ECD/ TMG/) HSCR 1493-04 (LMG/ INT/)

SCR037 2004
REQUESTING THE AUDITOR TO ASSESS THE SOCIAL AND FINANCIAL EFFECTS OF REQUIRING HEALTH INSURERS TO OFFER COVERAGE FOR COGNITIVE REHABILITATION.
Introduced by: Chun Oakland S (586-6130)
Committee Reports: SSCR 3063 (HTH/ CPH/) HSCR 1494-04 (HLT) HSCR 1517-04 (FIN)

SCR040 2004
REQUESTING HAWAII’S CONGRESSIONAL DELEGATION TO URGE THE FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION TO INVESTIGATE AND EXAMINE THE ADVERSE HEALTH EFFECTS OF CELLULAR AND RADIO ANTENNA TOWERS IN THE WAIAWA “PEARL CITY” INDUSTRIAL AREA, AND IF NECESSARY, TO REQUIRE THE REMOVAL OF ANY UNUSED OR POTENTIALLY DANGEROUS ANTENNAS THAT POSE A HEALTH RISK.
Introduced by: Kawamoto C (586-6970)
Committee Reports: SSCR 3166 (HTH/ TMG/) SSCR 3395 (CPH) HSCR 1556-04 (HLT)

SCR045 2004 SD1 (SSCR 2968)
REQUESTING A ONE YEAR EXTENSION OF THE STATEWIDE INTERAGENCY TASK FORCE TO CONTINUE TO DEVELOP A PLAN FOR COORDINATION AND EXPANSION OF SERVICES PROVIDED THROUGH HEALTHY START TO YOUNG CHILDREN AND THEIR FAMILIES.
Introduced by: Chun Oakland S (586-6130)
Committee Reports: SSCR 2968 (HMS/ HTH/) HSCR 1552-04 (HLT/ HSH/)

SCR049 2004
URGING THE OFFERING OF CONTINUING MEDICAL EDUCATION ON PAIN MANAGEMENT.
Introduced by: Chun Oakland S (586-6130)
Committee Reports: SSCR 3290 (HTH) HSCR 1553-04 (HLT)

SCR051 2004
REQUESTING OUR CONGRESSIONAL DELEGATION’S SUPPORT FOR MEASURES TO RESTORE HEALTH CARE BENEFITS TO VETERANS.
Introduced by: Tsutsui S (586-7344)
Committee Reports: SSCR 3283 (TMG/ HTH/) HSCR 1537-04 (PSM)

SCR052 2004
URGING THE SUPPORT OF DEPLOYED HAWAII NATIONAL GUARD AND MILITARY RESERVISTS THROUGH ECONOMIC RELIEF MEASURES.
Introduced by: Kawamoto C (BR) (586-6970)
Committee Reports: SSCR 3284 (TMG) HSCR 1534-04 (PSM)

SCR054 2004
REQUESTING THE AUDITOR TO ASSESS THE IMPACT OF THE DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN SERVICES’ POLICY OF EXPEDITED PROCESSING OF APPLICATIONS RECEIVED FROM PREGNANT WOMEN USING THE “MEDICAL ASSISTANCE APPLICATION FOR CHILDREN AND PREGNANT WOMEN ONLY” FORM ON EARLY ENTRY INTO PRENATAL CARE AND SUBSEQUENT BIRTH OUTCOMES.
Introduced by: Baker R (586-6070), Aduja M
Committee Reports: SSCR 3338 (HMS/ HTH/) HSCR 1499-04 (HSH/ HLT/)

SCR056 2004
URGING THE PRESIDENT AND CONGRESS TO REPEAL THE BAN AGAINST THE GOVERNMENT NEGOTIATING PRICE REDUCTIONS OF PRESCRIPTION DRUGS.
Introduced by: Menor R (586-6740), Baker R, Espero W, Aduja M
Committee Reports: SSCR 3160 (CPH/ HTH/ TMG/) HSCR 1555-04 (HLT)

SCR068 2004 SD1 (SSCR 3242)
REQUESTING A STUDY OF THE FEASIBILITY OF ESTABLISHING COOPERATIVE VENTURES WITH ORGANIZATIONS ON THE U.S. MAINLAND IN PROMOTING HAWAII AND ITS PRODUCTS.
Introduced by: Fukunaga C (586-6890)
SENATE CONCURRENT RESOLUTIONS & SENATE RESOLUTIONS ADOPTED

Committee Reports:  SSCR 3242 (ECD/ TSM/) HSCR 1539-04 (EDB)

SCR075 2004
URGING THE GOVERNOR, DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN SERVICES, AND UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII TO RECOGNIZE THE IMPORTANCE OF THE CONTRIBUTIONS OF FAMILY CAREGIVERS AND TO SUPPORT THEM IN SERVING THE STATE'S LONG-TERM CARE NEEDS.
Introduced by:  Baker R (586-6070)
Committee Reports:  SSCR 3207 (HTH/ HMS/ EDU/) HSCR 1502-04 (HLT/ HSH/)

SCR079 2004 SD1 HD1 (HSCR 1497-04)
REQUESTING THE HAWAII STATE COUNCIL ON DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES TO CONVENE A TASK FORCE TO IDENTIFY ISSUES AND SOLUTIONS REGARDING INDIVIDUALS WITH DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES AND THEIR CHOICE OF RESIDENTIAL SETTING.
Introduced by:  Baker R (586-6070)
Committee Reports:  SSCR 3300 (HTH/ HMS/) HSCR 1497-04 (HLT/ HSH/) HSCR 1518-04 (FIN)

SCR081 2004 SD1 (SSCR 3419)
REQUESTING THE HAWAII STATE COMMISSION ON THE STATUS OF WOMEN TO MAINTAIN AND UTILIZE THE SELF-SUFFICIENCY STANDARD AS A FRAMEWORK TO EVALUATE PROGRAMS AND DEVELOP PUBLIC POLICY.
Introduced by:  Fukunaga C (586-6890), Baker R, Chun Oakland S
Committee Reports:  SSCR 3419 (HTH/ ECD/) HSCR 1514-04 (HSH)

SCR085 2004
URGING THE DEPARTMENT OF LAND AND NATURAL RESOURCES AND THE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE TO CONSIDER AND INCORPORATE THE IMPORTANCE OF ECONOMIC FACTORS AND IMPACTS IN LAWS, RULES, AND POLICIES CONCERNING THE CONSERVATION OF FORESTRY AND AGRICULTURAL RESOURCES.
Introduced by:  Inouye L (586-7335)
Committee Reports:  SSCR 3341 (WLA/ ECD/) HSCR 1545-04 (WLH/ AGR/)

SCR092 2004 SD1 (SSCR 3398)
URGING THE UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII TO SPEEDILY REBUILD A SCHOOL OF GLOBAL AND PUBLIC HEALTH.
Introduced by:  Sakamoto N (586-8585)
Committee Reports:  SSCR 3398 (EDU/ HTH/) HSCR 1549-04 (HED)

SCR097 2004
URGING THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES AND THE UNITED STATES CONGRESS TO SUPPORT THE PASSAGE OF H.R. 3587 TO BENEFIT FILIPINO WORLD WAR II VETERANS AND THEIR FAMILIES.
Introduced by:  Menor R (586-6740), Espero W, Aduja M, Kim D
Committee Reports:  SSCR 3331 (TMG) HSCR 1535-04 (PSM)

SCR099 2004
REQUESTING DEL MONTE AND THE GALBRAITH ESTATE TO ALLOW RESIDENTS TO CONTINUE TO RESIDE AT POAMOHO CAMP UNTIL AT LEAST DECEMBER 2005, TO ALLOW THE RESIDENTS TIME TO FIND HOUSING SOLUTIONS OR AFFORDABLE ALTERNATIVE HOUSING.
Introduced by:  Bunda R (586-6090), Aduja M
Committee Reports:  SSCR 3176 (WLA) SSCR 3365 (CPH) HSCR 1542-04 (WLH)

SCR101 2004 SD1 HD1 (HSCR 1512-04)
REQUESTING THE UNITED STATES CONGRESS TO PROVIDE FOR THE COMPENSATION OF AWARDS, TO THE FULLEST EXTENT, AS DETERMINED BY THE MARSHALL ISLANDS NUCLEAR CLAIMS TRIBUNAL.
Introduced by:  Kokubun R (586-6760)
Committee Reports:  SSCR 3325 (EDU/ TMG/) HSCR 1512-04 (INT)

SCR106 2004 SD1 (SSCR 3337)
REQUESTING AN INQUIRY INTO THE DELAYS IN PAYMENT TO DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITY PROVIDERS.
Introduced by:  Fukunaga C (586-6890), Chun Oakland S, Baker R
Committee Reports:  SSCR 3337 (HTH/ HTH/) HSCR 1509-04 (HSH/ HLT/)

SCR114 2004
STRONGLY URGING THE GOVERNOR TO RELEASE THE FUNDS APPROPRIATED FOR THE ACQUISITION OF PARADISE PARK IN MANOA.
 Introduced by:  Taniguchi B (586-6460), Chun Oakland S, Fukunaga C
Committee Reports:  SSCR 3392 (EDU) HSCR 1550-04 (HED)

SCR115 2004
REQUESTING A MANAGEMENT AND FINANCIAL AUDIT OF THE HAROLD L. LYON
ARBORJUM.
Introduced by: Taniguchi B (586-6460)
Committee Reports: SSCR 3393 (EDU) HSCR 1519-04 (FIN)

SCR126 2004
URGING CONGRESS TO INCREASE FUNDING FOR VETERANS BENEFITS AND SERVICES AND EXPRESSING DISAPPOINTMENT IN PRESIDENT GEORGE W. BUSH'S PLANS TO REDUCE VETERANS BENEFITS.
Introduced by: Kim D (587-7200)
Committee Reports: SSCR 3333 (TMG) HSCR 1538-04 (PSM)

SCR127 2004 SD1 HD1 CD1 (CCR 159-04)
REQUESTING THE DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT TO DELAY THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE ELIMINATION OF THE SOCIAL WORKER SERIES.
Introduced by: Espero W (586-6360)
Committee Reports: SSCR 3373 (LBR) HSCR 1528-04 (LAB) CCR 159-04

SCR131 2004 SD1 (SSCR 3405)
URGING THE DEVELOPMENT OF AND SUPPORT FOR ROBOTICS EDUCATION IN HAWAII.
Introduced by: Espero W (586-6360)
Committee Reports: SSCR 3405 (SAT/ EDU/) HSCR 1548-04 (EDN/ HED/)

SCR133 2004
REQUESTING THAT THE BOARD OF EDUCATION REVIEW AND REVISE POLICIES TO ENLARGE AND EXPAND REGULAR OPPORTUNITIES IN EACH DISTRICT FOR MEMBERS OF THE COMMUNITIES TO PARTICIPATE MEANINGFULLY BY EXPRESSING THEIR IDEAS AND SUPPORT OF IMPORTANT ISSUES IMPACTING EDUCATIONAL ADVANCEMENT.
Introduced by: Hooser G (586-6030)
Committee Reports: SSCR 3353 (EDU) HSCR 1547-04 (EDN)

SCR135 2004 SD1 (SSCR 3420)
REQUESTING THE CONVENCING OF AN AFFORDABLE HOUSING TASK FORCE.
Introduced by: Hooser G (586-6030)
Committee Reports: SSCR 3420 (HMS/ CPH/) HSCR 1515-04 (HSH)

SCR136 2004
REQUESTING THE BOARD OF REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII TO ESTABLISH THE ASIA-PACIFIC RISK MANAGEMENT AND INSURANCE PROGRAM WITHIN THE COLLEGE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION AT THE UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII AT MANOA.
Introduced by: Bunda R (586-6090)
Committee Reports: SSCR 3399 (EDU/ CPH/) HSCR 1551-04 (HED)

SCR146 2004 SD1 (SSCR 3326)
URGING THE HAWAII HEALTH SYSTEMS CORPORATION AND ST. FRANCIS HEALTHCARE SYSTEM TO CONTINUE THEIR PARTNERSHIP IN SERVING THE NEEDS OF DIALYSIS PATIENTS IN THE PUNA DISTRICT OF THE ISLAND OF HAWAII BY EXPANDING ITS NETWORK OF DIALYSIS TREATMENT FACILITIES TO THE KEAAU FAMILY CENTER IN THE PUNA DISTRICT AND BY CONDUCTING A NEEDS ASSESSMENT THAT WILL DETERMINE THE COST AND REQUIREMENTS OF ESTABLISHING A DIALYSIS CENTER IN PUNA.
Introduced by: Kokubun R (586-6760)
Committee Reports: SSCR 3326 (HTH) HSCR 1541-04 (HLT)

SCR149 2004
EXPRESSING SUPPORT FOR HAWAII SUPERFERRY, INC. AND REQUESTING EXPEDITIOUS ADMINISTRATIVE PROCESSING OF NECESSARY PERMITS.
Introduced by: Kawamoto C (586-6970), Espero W
Committee Reports: SSCR 3428 (TMG/ CPH/) HSCR 1520-04 (TRN)

SCR164 2004
REQUESTING THE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION TO ESTABLISH A STUDENT EXCHANGE PROGRAM TO INVOLVE STUDENTS IN THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS IN HAWAII AND STUDENTS IN THE PROVINCES IN THE REPUBLIC OF THE PHILIPPINES WITH WHICH THE STATE HAS STATE-PROVINCE RELATIONSHIPS.
Introduced by: Espero W (586-6360), Menor R
Committee Reports: SSCR 3356 (EDU/ TMG/) HSCR 1511-04 (INT)

SCR167 2004
RECOGNIZING NATIVE HAWAIIANS AS TRADITIONAL, INDIGENOUS KNOWLEDGE HOLDERS AND RECOGNIZING THEIR COLLECTIVE INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS.
Introduced by: English J (587-7225)
SENATE CONCURRENT RESOLUTIONS & SENATE RESOLUTIONS ADOPTED

Committee Reports: SSCR 3389 (JHW) HSCR 1543-04 (WLH)

Committee Reports: SSCR 3409 (ENE/ ECD/) HSCR 1544-04 (WLH)

Committee Reports: SSCR 3182 (ENE) HSCR 1505-04 (EEP)

SCR175 2004 SD1 (SSCR 3415) REQUESTING THAT THE UNITED STATES SECRETARY OF ENERGY SUPPORT A PARTNERSHIP BETWEEN ICELAND AND HAWAII FOR THE DEVELOPMENT AND DEPLOYMENT OF RENEWABLE HYDROGEN TECHNOLOGIES AS PART OF THE INTERNATIONAL PARTNERSHIP FOR A HYDROGEN ECONOMY. Introduced by: English J (587-7225)
Committee Reports: SSCR 3415 (ENE) HSCR 1506-04 (EEP)

SCR180 2004 SD1 HD1 (HSCR 1508-04) THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION IS REQUESTED TO EXPLORE HOW TO IMPLEMENT THE CONCEPT OF INTRA-GOVERNMENTAL WHEELING TO FACILITATE GOVERNMENT WHEELING OF ELECTRICITY. Introduced by: English J (587-7225)
Committee Reports: SSCR 3368 (ENE/ HTH/) HSCR 1508-04 (EEP)

SCR181 2004 SD1 (SSCR 3370) RECOMMENDING THE LONG-TERM CARE VETERANS AFFAIRS STATE HOME IN HILO BE NAMED IN HONOR OF YUKIO OKUTSU. Introduced by: English J (587-7225)
Committee Reports: SSCR 3370 (TMG) HSCR 1533-04 (PSM)

SCR185 2004 SD1 (SSCR 3317) URGING IMMEDIATE DEVELOPMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION OF ALTERNATIVE RULES UNDER THE FEDERAL ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY'S SAFE DRINKING WATER ACT'S LEAD AND COPPER RULE. Introduced by: English J (587-7225)
Committee Reports: SSCR 3417 (ENE/ HTH/) HSCR 1507-04 (EEP)

SCR189 2004 URGING SUPPORT FOR MALAMA O KAMALI'I MAKAMAE IN ITS EFFORTS TO DEVELOP CARE HOME FACILITIES FOR NEEDY CHILDREN OF HAWAIIAN ANCESTRY. Introduced by: Aduja M (586-7330)
Committee Reports: SSCR 3289 (HMS/ JHW/) HSCR 1516-04 (HSH)

SCR199 2004 HD1 (HSCR 1521-04) REQUESTING THE HAWAII WORK FORCE DEVELOPMENT COUNCIL, THE UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII, AND VSA ARTS OF HAWAII-PACIFIC TO JOINTLY CONVENE A TASK FORCE TO EXAMINE STRATEGIES FOR SYSTEMS CHANGE THAT WILL CREATE ACCESS TO SMALL BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT AND CAREERS IN CREATIVE INDUSTRIES FOR PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES IN HAWAII. Introduced by: Hanabusa C (586-7793)
Committee Reports: SSCR 3421 (HMS/ LBR/) HSCR 1521-04 (HSH)

SCR203 2004 URGING THE UNITED STATES CONGRESS TO SUPPORT THE PASSAGE OF S. 68, RELATING TO IMPROVING BENEFITS FOR FILIPINO VETERANS OF WORLD WAR II. Introduced by: Aduja M (586-7330), Chun Oakland S, English J Committee Reports: SSCR 3335 (TMG) HSCR 1536-04 (PSM)

SCR209 2004 SD1 (SSCR 3401) URGING THE RENAMING OF HEEIA STATE PARK TO LAE 'O KEALOHI STATE PARK. Introduced by: Aduja M (586-7330)
Committee Reports: SSCR 3401 (WLA) HSCR 1532-04 (WLH)

SCR212 2004 REQUESTING THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT TO CONDUCT A THOROUGH

Introduced by: Aduja M (586-7330)
Committee Reports: SSCR 3346 (WLA/ TMG/) HSCR 1546-04 (WLH/ PSM/)

SR0001 2004 SD1 (FLOOR AMENDMENT 1) AMENDING THE RULES OF THE SENATE OF THE TWENTY-SECOND LEGISLATURE.
Introduced by: Hemmings F (587-8388), Kim D
Committee Reports: FLOOR AMENDMENT 1

SR0003 2004 SD1 (FLOOR AMENDMENT 2) AMENDING THE RULES OF THE SENATE RELATING TO COMMITTEE PROCEDURES ON DEFFERING CONSIDERATION ON A BILL.
Introduced by: Ihara L (586-6250)
Committee Reports: FLOOR AMENDMENT 2

SR0004 2004 SD1 (FLOOR AMENDMENT 3) AMENDING THE RULES OF THE SENATE TO AUTHORIZE THE PRESIDENT TO ADOPT CONFERENCE COMMITTEE PROCEDURES.
Introduced by: Ihara L (586-6250)
Committee Reports: FLOOR AMENDMENT 3

SR0007 2004 SD1 (SSCR 3362) REQUESTING THE DEPARTMENT OF ACCOUNTING AND GENERAL SERVICES TO DESIGN AND ERECT AN ATTRACTIVE AND APPROPRIATE SIGNAGE FOR THE KOREAN VIETNAM VETERANS MEMORIAL ON THE GROUNDS OF THE STATE CAPITOL.
Introduced by: Hemmings F (587-8388), Slom S, Hogue B, Trimble G
Committee Reports: SSCR 3362 (TMG)

SR0008 2004 SD1 (SSCR 2510) SUPPORTING INCREASING THE DEPTH OF BARBERS POINT HARBOR.
Introduced by: Kawamoto C (586-6970), Kanno B
Committee Reports: SSCR 2510 (TMG)

SR0009 2004 REQUESTING THE DEPARTMENT OF ACCOUNTING AND GENERAL SERVICES TO CONDUCT A FEASIBILITY STUDY ON THE ESTABLISHMENT OF CENTRAL KITCHENS FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION.
Introduced by: Sakamoto N (586-8585)
Committee Reports: SSCR 2546 (EDU)

SR0010 2004 REQUESTING THE UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII TO UPDATE THE 1994 DEPARTMENT OF ACCOUNTING AND GENERAL SERVICES’ MASTER BUILDING PLAN FOR THE COLLEGE OF EDUCATION.
Introduced by: Sakamoto N (586-8585)
Committee Reports: SSCR 2548 (EDU)

SR0011 2004 URGING STATE AND HONOLULU COUNTY RECOGNITION OF THE VIETNAMESE AMERICAN COMMUNITY’S FLAG SYMBOL.
Introduced by: Slom S (586-8420)
Committee Reports: SSCR 3282 (TMG/ SAT/)

SR0012 2004 REQUESTING THE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION TO DEVELOP AND REQUIRE AS PART OF THE CURRICULUM AN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL-LEVEL PHYSICAL EDUCATION PROGRAM.
Introduced by: Kanno B (586-6830)
Committee Reports: SSCR 2867 (EDU)

SR0013 2004 SD1 (SSCR 3383) REQUESTING THE DEPARTMENT OF BUSINESS, ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT, AND TOURISM, THE STATE FILM OFFICE, THE UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII, OTHER STATE AGENCIES, AND OTHER INTERESTED PARTIES TO WORK TOGETHER TO ESTABLISH AN ANNUAL INTERNATIONAL ANIMATION FILM FESTIVAL.
Introduced by: Espero W (586-6360), Fukunaga C
Committee Reports: SSCR 3383 (ECD/ EDU/)

LRB Systems
May 10, 2004
SR0015 2004 REQUESTING HAWAII’S CONGRESSIONAL DELEGATION TO ENSURE THAT AT LEAST EIGHTY PER CENT OF FEDERAL EXPENDITURES REMAIN IN HAWAII, AND THE RIGHTS OF LOCAL UNION LABOR TO FAIR WAGES UNDER THE DAVIS-BACON ACT ARE NOT CIRCUMVENTED, ON THE U.S. MILITARY PRIVATIZATION CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTS FOR IMPROVEMENTS ON HAWAII MILITARY BASES.
Introduced by: Kawamoto C (586-6970)
Committee Reports: SSCR 3324 (LBR/ TMG/)

Introduced by: Kim D (587-7200)
Committee Reports: SSCR 2876 (SAT/ TSM/)

SR0017 2004 URGING THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION TO INVESTIGATE AND TAKE ACTION AGAINST THE USE OF UNSOLICITED PORNOGRAPHIC POPUP ADVERTISEMENTS.
Introduced by: Kim D (587-7200), Chun Oakland S
Committee Reports: SSCR 3163 (CPH/ SAT/)

SR0018 2004 ENDORSING AND SUPPORTING THE SPIRIT OF HAWAII GOODWILL AND FRIENDSHIP COASTAL KOREA VISIT AND URGING THE NORTH KOREAN GOVERNMENT TO SUPPORT JAE KWON LEE AND JONATHAN COWLES ON THEIR JOURNEY TO NORTH KOREA.
Introduced by: Kim D (587-7200)
Committee Reports: SSCR 3061 (ECD/ TMG/)

SR0019 2004 SD1 (SSCR 3364) REQUESTING THE FULL PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE BE RECITED BEFORE THE START OF THE SENATE AND HOUSE FLOOR SESSION ON THE FIRST SESSION DAY OF THE WEEK.
Introduced by: Slom S (586-8420)
Committee Reports: SSCR 3364 (TMG)

SR0020 2004 REQUESTING HAWAII’S CONGRESSIONAL DELEGATION TO URGE THE FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION TO INVESTIGATE AND EXAMINE THE ADVERSE HEALTH EFFECTS OF CELLULAR AND RADIO ANTENNA TOWERS IN THE WAIAWA “PEARL CITY” INDUSTRIAL AREA, AND IF NECESSARY, TO REQUIRE THE REMOVAL OF ANY UNUSED OR POTENTIALLY DANGEROUS ANTENNAS THAT POSE A HEALTH RISK.
Introduced by: Kawamoto C (586-6970)
Committee Reports: SSCR 3167 (HTH/ TMG/) SSCR 3396 (CPH)

SR0023 2004 URGING THE SUPPORT OF DEPLOYED HAWAII NATIONAL GUARD AND MILITARY RESERVISTS THROUGH ECONOMIC RELIEF MEASURES.
Introduced by: Kawamoto C (BR) (586-6970)
Committee Reports: SSCR 3285 (TMG)

SR0024 2004 URGING THE PRESIDENT AND CONGRESS TO REPEAL THE BAN AGAINST THE GOVERNMENT NEGOTIATING PRICE REDUCTIONS OF PRESCRIPTION DRUGS.
Introduced by: Menor R (586-6740), Baker R, Espero W, Aduja M
Committee Reports: SSCR 3161 (CPH/ HTH/ TMG/)

SR0029 2004 SD1 (SSCR 3431) REQUESTING THE NATIONAL OCEANIC AND ATMOSPHERIC ADMINISTRATION TO WORK WITH THE DEPARTMENT OF LAND AND NATURAL RESOURCES TO ENSURE THAT THE HAWAIIAN SPINNER DOLPHIN POPULATION ARE MANAGED AND PROTECTED IN A MANNER THAT IS CONSISTENT WITH THE UNITED STATES MARINE MAMMAL PROTECTION ACT.
Introduced by: Fukunaga C (586-6890)
Committee Reports: SSCR 3431 (WLA)

SR0031 2004 REQUESTING THE DEPARTMENT OF BUSINESS, ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT, AND TOURISM AND THE WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT COUNCIL TO REPORT TO THE LEGISLATURE ON ACTIONS THAT HAVE BEEN UNDERTAKEN WITH REGARD TO THE IDENTIFICATION AND DEVELOPMENT OF INDUSTRY CLUSTERS, THE DEVELOPMENT OF LABOR SUPPLY AND DEMAND MATRICES, AND THE
SENATE CONCURRENT RESOLUTIONS & SENATE RESOLUTIONS ADOPTED

Introduced by: Fukunaga C (586-6890)
Committee Reports: SSCR 3295 (ECD/ LBR/)

SR0035 2004

URGING THE GOVERNOR, DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN SERVICES, AND UNIVERSITY OF HAWAI'I TO RECOGNIZE THE IMPORTANCE OF THE CONTRIBUTIONS OF FAMILY CAREGIVERS AND TO SUPPORT THEM IN SERVING THE STATE'S LONG-TERM CARE NEEDS.
Introduced by: Baker R (586-6070)
Committee Reports: SSCR 3208 (HTH/ HMS/ EDU/)

SR0036 2004 SD1 (SSCR 3340)

REQUESTING THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH TO ESTABLISH A COORDINATED STATEWIDE EFFORT TO ADDRESS FETAL ALCOHOL SPECTRUM DISORDER.
Introduced by: Baker R (586-6070)
Committee Reports: SSCR 3340 (HTH)

SR0037 2004 SD1 (SSCR 3308)

REQUESTING THE GOVERNOR TO DECLARE 2004 AS THE "YEAR OF POLIO AWARENESS" IN HAWAI'I.
Introduced by: Baker R (586-6070)
Committee Reports: SSCR 3308 (HTH)

SR0040 2004 SD2 (FLOOR AMENDMENT 17)

REQUESTING THE SENATE COMMITTEE ON HUMAN SERVICES TO CONVENE INTERIM HEARINGS ON THE MISUSE OF LEGAL INTERVENTIONS AVAILABLE TO THE FAMILY COURT.
Introduced by: Fukunaga C (586-6890), Baker R, Chun Oakland S
Committee Reports: SSCR 3535 (HMS/ JHW/) - filed FLOOR AMENDMENT 17

SR0041 2004 SD1 (SSCR 3385)

CONVENING A TASK FORCE TO EVALUATE CHILD SUPPORT ADJUSTMENTS FOR ACTIVATED MILITARY PERSONNEL AND RECOMMEND SOLUTIONS.
Introduced by: Hanabusa C (586-7793), Kawamoto C, Aduja M
Committee Reports: SSCR 3385 (JHW/ HMS/ TMG/)

SR0042 2004

URGING THE DEPARTMENT OF LAND AND NATURAL RESOURCES AND THE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE TO CONSIDER AND INCORPORATE THE IMPORTANCE OF ECONOMIC FACTORS AND IMPACTS IN LAWS, RULES, AND POLICIES CONCERNING THE CONSERVATION OF FORESTRY AND AGRICULTURAL RESOURCES.
Introduced by: Inouye L (586-7335)
Committee Reports: SSCR 3342 (WLA/ ECD/)

SR0043 2004

REQUESTING THE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION TO WORK IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE YOUTH OF THE FIRST REPRESENTATIVE DISTRICT AND COMMUNITY AGENCIES IN THE AREA TO DEVELOP COMMUNITY-BASED YOUTH PROGRAMS.
Introduced by: Inouye L (586-7335)
Committee Reports: SSCR 3351 (EDU/ TMG/)

SR0044 2004 SD1 (SSCR 3330)

REQUESTING THE RENAMING OF THE OLD KONA AIRPORT STATE RECREATION AREA AS THE KYONO KUNITAKE STATE RECREATION AREA.
Introduced by: Whalen P (586-9385), Kokubun R, Inouye L
Committee Reports: SSCR 3330 (TMG/ WLA/)

SR0046 2004 SD1 (SSCR 3291)

REQUESTING THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH TO DEVELOP A PROGRAM TO ENSURE THAT ALL SCHOOLS ARE STAFFED WITH SCHOOL HEALTH AIDE PERSONNEL.
Introduced by: Sakamoto N (586-8585)
Committee Reports: SSCR 3291 (HTH/ EDU/)

SR0047 2004

REQUESTING THE SUPERINTENDENT OF EDUCATION TO ESTABLISH A TASK FORCE TO ADDRESS PROBLEMS FACED BY MILITARY IMPACTED SCHOOLS.
Introduced by: Sakamoto N (586-8585)
Committee Reports: SSCR 3425 (EDU/ TMG/)

SR0048 2004 SD1 (SSCR 3397)

URGING THE UNIVERSITY OF HAWAI'I TO SPEEDILY REBUILD A SCHOOL OF GLOBAL AND PUBLIC HEALTH.
Introduced by: Sakamoto N (586-8585)
SR0049 2004 SD1 (SSCR 3379) REQUESTING THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH CONVENE A TASK FORCE TO EXAMINE THE FEASIBILITY OF ALLOWING PRIVATE PAY PATIENTS ON A FEE FOR SERVICES BASIS TO RECEIVE DAY CONTINUING SERVICES, INCLUDING MENTAL HEALTH TREATMENT, PSYCHOSOCIAL REHABILITATION SERVICES, AND OTHER COMMUNITY SUPPORT SERVICES PROVIDED BY THE DEPARTMENT’S COMMUNITY HEALTH CENTERS. Introduced by: Menor R (BR) (586-6740) Committee Reports: SSCR 3379 (HTH)

SR0050 2004 URGING THE UNITED STATES CONGRESS TO AMEND THE LAWS ON IMMIGRATION TO ALLOW IMMIGRATION AUTHORITIES TO EXERCISE JUDICIAL DISCRETION IN A PROCEEDING TO DEPORT AN ALIEN CONVICTED OF A CRIME AND TO ALLOW A CONVICTED ALIEN TO SEEK A WAIVER FROM DEPORTATION UPON DEMONSTRATION OF SUCCESSFUL REHABILITATION EVIDENCED BY NO SUBSEQUENT CRIMINAL CONVICTIONS. Introduced by: Menor R (586-6740) Committee Reports: SSCR 3423 (JHW/ TMG/)


SR0053 2004 REQUESTING DEL MONTE AND THE GALBRAITH ESTATE TO ALLOW RESIDENTS TO CONTINUE TO RESIDE AT POAMOHO CAMP UNTIL AT LEAST DECEMBER 2005, TO ALLOW THE RESIDENTS TIME TO FIND HOUSING SOLUTIONS OR AFFORDABLE ALTERNATIVE HOUSING. Introduced by: Bunda R (586-6090), Aduja M Committee Reports: SSCR 3177 (WLA) SSCR 3366 (CPH)

SR0057 2004 SD1 (SSCR 3372) REQUESTING THE HAWAII FILM AND TELEVISION DEVELOPMENT BOARD TO FORMULATE AND IMPLEMENT A COMPREHENSIVE STRATEGY TO PROMOTE AND FOSTER A STRONG AND COMPETITIVE DIGITAL MEDIA INDUSTRY IN HAWAII. Introduced by: Fukunaga C (586-6890), Ige D Committee Reports: SSCR 3372 (ECD/ SAT/)


SR0063 2004 URGING CONGRESS AND THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES TO ALLOW PRESCRIPTION DRUGS TO BE IMPORTED FROM CANADA. Introduced by: Kim D (587-7200), English J Committee Reports: SSCR 3427 (CPH/ HTH/ TMG/)

SR0064 2004 URGING CONGRESS TO INCREASE FUNDING FOR VETERANS BENEFITS AND SERVICES AND EXPRESSING DISAPPOINTMENT IN PRESIDENT GEORGE W. BUSH’S PLANS TO REDUCE VETERANS BENEFITS. Introduced by: Kim D (587-7200) Committee Reports: SSCR 3334 (TMG)

SR0067 2004 SD1 (SSCR 3297) URGING THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES TO SECURE AN AUTHORIZED DESTINATION STATUS AGREEMENT WITH THE GOVERNMENT OF THE PEOPLE’S
SENATE CONCURRENT RESOLUTIONS & SENATE RESOLUTIONS ADOPTED

SR0069 2004 SD1 (SSCR 3406) URGING THE DEVELOPMENT OF AND SUPPORT FOR ROBOTICS EDUCATION IN HAWAI'I.
Introduced by: Espero W (586-6360)
Committee Reports: SSCR 3406 (SAT/ EDU/)

SR0071 2004 REQUESTING THAT THE BOARD OF EDUCATION REVIEW AND REVISE POLICIES TO ENLARGE AND EXPAND REGULAR OPPORTUNITIES IN EACH DISTRICT FOR MEMBERS OF THE COMMUNITIES TO PARTICIPATE MEANINGFULLY BY EXPRESSING THEIR IDEAS AND SUPPORT OF IMPORTANT ISSUES IMPACTING EDUCATIONAL ADVANCEMENT.
Introduced by: Hooser G (586-6030)
Committee Reports: SSCR 3354 (EDU)

SR0077 2004 SUPPORTING THE EMPLOYEE FREE CHOICE ACT AND URGING CONGRESS TO PASS THIS MEASURE.
Introduced by: Kanno B (586-6830)
Committee Reports: SSCR 3293 (LBR/ TMG/)

SR0079 2004 EXPRESSING SUPPORT FOR HAWAII SUPERFERRY, INC. AND REQUESTING EXPEDITIOUS ADMINISTRATIVE PROCESSING OF NECESSARY PERMITS.
Introduced by: Kawamoto C (586-6970), Espero W
Committee Reports: SSCR 3429 (TMG/ CPH/)

SR0080 2004 SD1 (SSCR 3408) TO HOLD THE DEPARTMENT OF LAND AND NATURAL RESOURCES ACCOUNTABLE FOR ITS DECISIONS TO INCLUDE OR ELIMINATE QUALIFIED CANDIDATES FROM THE LIST SENT TO THE GOVERNOR FOR APPOINTMENT TO THE ISLAND BURIAL COUNCILS.
Introduced by: Inouye L (586-7335), Hanabusa C
Committee Reports: SSCR 3408 (SAT/ WLA/)

SR0084 2004 REQUESTING THE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION TO ESTABLISH A STUDENT EXCHANGE PROGRAM TO INVOLVE STUDENTS IN THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS IN HAWAI'I AND STUDENTS IN THE PROVINCES IN THE REPUBLIC OF THE PHILIPPINES WITH WHICH THE STATE HAS STATE-PROVINCE RELATIONSHIPS.
Introduced by: Espero W (586-6360), Menor R
Committee Reports: SSCR 3357 (EDU/ TMG/)

SR0086 2004 URGING THE STATE DEPARTMENTS AND AGENCIES TO IMPLEMENT THE PRECAUTIONARY PRINCIPLE POLICY FRAMEWORK ON ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION IN CONDUCTING THE STATE'S AFFAIRS.
Introduced by: English J (587-7225)
Committee Reports: SSCR 3181 (ENE)

SR0087 2004 RECOGNIZING NATIVE HAWAIIANS AS TRADITIONAL, INDIGENOUS KNOWLEDGE HOLDERS AND RECOGNIZING THEIR COLLECTIVE INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS.
Introduced by: English J (587-7225)
Committee Reports: SSCR 3390 (JHW)

Introduced by: English J (587-7225)
Committee Reports: SSCR 3410 (ENE/ ECD/)
Introduced by: English J (587-7225)
Committee Reports: SSCR 3183 (ENE)

SR0091 2004 URging the department of business, economic development, and tourism to coordinate efforts and promote the use of compost.
Introduced by: English J (587-7225), Kokubun R
Committee Reports: SSCR 3412 (ENE/ ECD/)

SR0093 2004 SD1 (SSCR 3414) Requesting the counties to address light pollution issues through their ordinances.
Introduced by: English J (587-7225)
Committee Reports: SSCR 3414 (ENE/ TMG/)

SR0094 2004 SD1 (SSCR 3416) Requesting that the United States Secretary of Energy support a partnership between Iceland and Hawaii for the development and deployment of renewable hydrogen technologies as part of the international partnership for a hydrogen economy.
Introduced by: English J (587-7225)
Committee Reports: SSCR 3416 (ENE)

SR0097 2004 SD1 (SSCR 3369) Requesting the Department of Health to work with the Hawaii food industry association to determine the feasibility of requiring the backhaul of shipping materials and pallets by large "big box" retailers and wholesalers.
Introduced by: English J (587-7225)
Committee Reports: SSCR 3369 (ENE/ HTH/)

SR0100 2004 SD1 (SSCR 3328) Requesting the Department of Health and American Industrial Hygiene Association to convene a molds working group to identify key issues regarding molds.
Introduced by: English J (587-7225), Kokubun R, Baker R
Committee Reports: SSCR 3328 (HTH/ ENE/)

SR0102 2004 SD1 (SSCR 3418) Urging immediate development and implementation of alternative rules under the federal environmental protection agency's safe drinking water act's lead and copper rule.
Introduced by: English J (587-7225)
Committee Reports: SSCR 3418 (ENE/ HTH/)

SR0104 2004 SD1 (SSCR 3345) Requesting the city and county of Honolulu to take action to prevent illegal entry to the Haiku Stairs until the issue of permanent access to the Haiku Stairs is resolved and the surrounding neighborhood is no longer imposed upon, and requesting the mayor of the city and county of Honolulu to disclose to the public the city's plans regarding the future of the Haiku Stairs and Haiku Valley.
Introduced by: Aduja M (586-7330)
Committee Reports: SSCR 3345 (WLA/ TMG/)

SR0111 2004 Requesting the Department of Education to explore the feasibility of establishing alternative schools or dropout centers for adolescents who suffer from drug addiction.
Introduced by: Hanabusa C (586-7793), Aduja M, English J
Committee Reports: SSCR 3359 (EDU/ JHW/)

SR0113 2004 SD2 (SSCR 3446) Requesting the auditor to conduct a management and effectiveness audit of the University of Hawaii's efforts to recruit and retain Native Hawaiian and Hawaiian students at the University of Hawaii and to establish a baseline for evaluation of improvements in programming in the future, and further requesting the Chancellors of the University of Hawaii to form task forces to evaluate the results of the audit and plan for the
SENATE CONCURRENT RESOLUTIONS & SENATE RESOLUTIONS ADOPTED

IMPROVEMENT OF SERVICES TO RECRUIT AND RETAIN NATIVE HAWAIIAN AND HAWAIIAN STUDENTS.
Introduced by:  Sakamoto N (586-8585)
Committee Reports:  SSCR 3377 (EDU) SSCR 3446 (JHW)

SR0114 2004

URGING THE UNITED STATES CONGRESS TO SUPPORT THE PASSAGE OF S. 68, RELATING TO IMPROVING BENEFITS FOR FILIPINO VETERANS OF WORLD WAR II.
Introduced by:  Aduja M (586-7330), Chun Oakland S, English J
Committee Reports:  SSCR 3336 (TMG)

SR0120 2004 SD1 (SSCR 3402)

URGING THE RENAMING OF HEEIA STATE PARK TO LAE 'O KEALOHI STATE PARK.
Introduced by:  Aduja M (586-7330)
Committee Reports:  SSCR 3402 (WLA)

SR0123 2004

REQUESTING THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT TO CONDUCT A THOROUGH EVALUATION OF THE CONDITION OF THE 187-ACRE PROPERTY SITUATED IN WAIKANE VALLEY THAT WAS USED BY THE UNITED STATES MARINE CORPS FOR ORDNANCE TRAINING UNTIL 1976, PLAN FOR AND CONDUCT AS THOROUGHLY AS THOROUGHLY AS POSSIBLE, CONDUCT AN ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT OF THE POTENTIAL RISK TO HUMAN HEALTH AND SAFETY, AND RETURN THE LAND TO THE STATE OF HAWAII.
Introduced by:  Aduja M (586-7330)
Committee Reports:  SSCR 3347 (WLA/ TMG/)

SR0127 2004

Introduced by:  Hanabusa C (586-7793), Hemmings F

SR0128 2004

Introduced by:  Hanabusa C (586-7793), Hemmings F

SR0129 2004

RETURNING ALL BILLS, CONCURRENT RESOLUTIONS, AND RESOLUTIONS TO THE CLERK'S DESK.
Introduced by:  Hanabusa C (586-7793), Hemmings F

SR0130 2004

AUTHORIZING THE PRESIDENT TO APPROVE THE JOURNAL OF THIS SENATE FOR THE SIXTIETH DAY.
Introduced by:  Hanabusa C (586-7793), Hemmings F

SR0131 2004

RELATING TO THE PRINTING OF THE JOURNAL OF THE SENATE.
Introduced by:  Hanabusa C (586-7793), Hemmings F

SR0132 2004

AUTHORIZING THE PRESIDENT TO DESIGNATE THE EMPLOYEES WHO WILL WORK AFTER ADJOURNMENT.
Introduced by:  Hanabusa C (586-7793), Hemmings F

SR0133 2004

REGARDING COMPLETION OF THE WORK OF THE TWENTY-SECOND LEGISLATURE SUBSEQUENT TO THE ADJOURNMENT THEREOF.
Introduced by:  Hanabusa C (586-7793), Hemmings F

SR0134 2004

INFORMING THE HOUSE AND GOVERNOR THAT THE SENATE IS READY TO ADJOURN SINE DIE.
Introduced by:  Hanabusa C (586-7793), Hemmings F
Introduced by:  Saiki S (586-8485), Fox G

HCR002 2004   REQUESTING THE GOVERNOR TO ADDRESS THE LEGISLATURE ASSEMBLED IN
JOINT SESSION.
Introduced by:  Say C (586-6100), Luke S, Saiki S, Fox G

HCR013 2004   AUTHORIZING THE ISSUANCE OF NON-EXCLUSIVE EASEMENT COVERING
PORTION OF SUBMERGED LANDS AT KANEHOE, Koolaupoko, OAHU, HAWAII,
FOR MAINTENANCE OF BREAKWATER PURPOSES.
Introduced by:  Say C (BR) (586-6100)
Committee Reports:  HSCR 532-04 (WLH) HSCR 1440-04 (FIN) SSCR 3476 (WLA)

HCR036 2004 HD1 (HSCR 1047-04)  AUTHORIZING AND REQUESTING THE GOVERNOR TO ESTABLISH A
SISTER-STATE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE STATE OF HAWAII OF THE UNITED
STATES AND THE STATE OF RABAT-SALE-ZEMMOUR-ZAER OF THE KINGDOM OF
MOROCCO.
Introduced by:  Hale H (586-6530)
Committee Reports:  HSCR 1047-04 (INT/ LMG/) SSCR 3498 (TMG)

HCR047 2004   ENCOURAGING THE UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE TO HOST THE FINAL
CEREMONY MARKING THE RELEASE OF THE "SOUVENIR SHEET" OF ALL
TWELVE CHINESE LUNAR NEW YEAR COMMEMORATIVE POSTAGE STAMPS IN
HAWAII IN JANUARY 2005.
Introduced by:  Takai K (586-8455), Chang J, Karamatsu J, Nishimoto S, Saiki S, Ching
Hafford C, Blundell B, Waters T, Evans C, Kahikina M, Arakaki D, Marumoto B,
Finnegan L, Pendleton D, Thielen C, Moses M, Leong B, Jernigan M, Meyer C,
Kawakami B
Committee Reports:  HSCR 1026-04 (TAC) SSCR 3310 (SAT/ TMG/)

HCR049 2004 HD1 SD1 (SSCR 3482)  REQUESTING THE LEGISLATIVE REFERENCE BUREAU TO CONDUCT A REVIEW
OF THE SAN FRANCISCO PRECAUTIONARY PRINCIPLE ORDINANCE.
Introduced by:  Shimabuku M (586-8460), Kahikina M, Morita H, Waters T,
Kaho'ohalahala S, Schatz B, Arakaki D
Committee Reports:  HSCR 1342-04 (EEP) HSCR 1429-04 (FIN) SSCR 3482 (ENE)

HCR050 2004 HD1 SD1 (SSCR 3311)  DESIGNATING THE HAWAII CAPITAL CULTURAL DISTRICT AND ENCOURAGING
THE MAXIMUM INVOLVEMENT AND SUPPORT OF ALL PUBLIC AND PRIVATE
ORGANIZATIONS TO COLLABORATE WITH THE STATE FOUNDATION ON
CULTURE AND THE ARTS TO SUSTAIN AND PROMOTE CULTURE AND THE ARTS
IN HAWAII.
Introduced by:  Chang J (586-6120), Evans C, Shimabuku M, Mindo R, Marumoto B,
Kahikina M, Herkes R, Oshiro B
Committee Reports:  HSCR 1030-04 (TAC) SSCR 3311 (SAT/ TMG/)

HCR054 2004 HD1 SD1 (SSCR 3477)  REQUESTING THE HAWAII COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY TO
TRANSFER OWNERSHIP OF THE KANEHOE MEADOWLAND (HE'EIA WETLANDS)
TO THE STATE OF HAWAII AS PUBLIC LANDS TO BE ADMINISTERED BY THE
DEPARTMENT OF LAND AND NATURAL RESOURCES FOR THE PROTECTION AND
ENHANCEMENT OF THE NATURAL AND CULTURAL RESOURCES OF THE
WETLANDS.
Introduced by:  Ito K (586-8470)
Committee Reports:  HSCR 1032-04 (WLH) SSCR 3477 (WLA)

HCR060 2004   ENCOURAGING THE HAWAII'S CONGRESSIONAL DELEGATION TO SUPPORT THE
DEVELOPMENT, RELIEF, AND EDUCATION FOR ALIEN MINORS ("DREAM") ACT.
Introduced by:  Takai K (586-8455), Takumi R, Ontai G
Committee Reports:  HSCR 1103-04 (LAB/ HED/) SSCR 3516 (EDU/ TMG/)

HCR063 2004 CONTINUING THE JOINT SENATE-HOUSE INVESTIGATIVE COMMITTEE TO
INVESTIGATE THE STATE'S EFFORTS TO COMPLY WITH THE FELIX CONSENT
DECREE.
Introduced by:  Saiki S (586-8485), Kawakami B, Marumoto B, Oshiro B, Ito K, Leong
HOUSE CONCURRENT RESOLUTIONS & HOUSE RESOLUTIONS ADOPTED

B
Committee Reports:  HSCR 1422-04 (EDN) SSCR 3479 (EDU/ HTH/)

HCR073 2004
REQUESTING DEL MONTE AND THE GALBRAITH ESTATE TO ALLOW RESIDENTS TO CONTINUE TO RESIDE AT POAMOHRO CAMP UNTIL AT LEAST DECEMBER 2005, TO ALLOW THE RESIDENTS TIME TO FIND HOUSING SOLUTIONS OR AFFORDABLE ALTERNATIVE HOUSING.
Introduced by:  Oshiro M (586-8505), Magaay M, Lee M
Committee Reports:  HSCR 1375-04 (AGR/ LAB/) SSCR 3478 (WLA)

HCR077 2004 HD2 (HSCR 1487-04)
URGING THE DEPARTMENT OF LABOR AND INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS TO ENFORCE THE PROVISIONS OF ACT 44, SESSION LAWS OF HAWAII 2003, IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE LEGISLATURE'S INTENT.
Introduced by:  Oshiro M (586-8505)
Committee Reports:  HSCR 1079-04 (LAB) HSCR 1487-04 (JUD) SSCR 3522 (LBR)

HCR083 2004 SD1 (SSCR 3494)
REQUESTING A STATUS REPORT ON THE CURRENT USE OF OPEN SOURCE SOFTWARE IN STATE GOVERNMENT AND THE ADOPTION OF A STATE POLICY SUPPORTING USE OF OPEN SOURCE SOFTWARE IN STATE GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS.
Introduced by:  Hiraki K (586-6180), Marumoto B
Committee Reports:  HSCR 1431-04 (FIN) SSCR 3494 (SAT/ TMG/)

HCR084 2004
URGING THE UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII TO SPEEDILY REBUILD A SCHOOL OF GLOBAL AND PUBLIC HEALTH.
Introduced by:  Takai K (586-8455), Tamayo T, Arakaki D
Committee Reports:  HSCR 1362-04 (HED) SSCR 3480 (EDU/ HTH/)

HCR090 2004 HD1 (HSCR 1094-04)
REQUESTING THE AUDITOR TO CONDUCT A SUNRISE REVIEW OF THE REGULATION OF MONEY TRANSMITTERS.
Introduced by:  Hiraki K (586-6180)
Committee Reports:  HSCR 1094-04 (CPC) HSCR 1442-04 (FIN) SSCR 3468 (CPH)

HCR103 2004 HD1 (HSCR 1066-04)
REQUESTING THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN SERVICES TO EXAMINE THE FEDERAL INDEPENDENCE PLUS INITIATIVE TO DETERMINE IF HAWAII CAN BENEFIT FROM APPLYING FOR AND OBTAINING A WAIVER OR WAIVERS TO PROVIDE INDIVIDUALS WITH DISABILITIES WITH SERVICES IN THE COMMUNITY.
Introduced by:  Lee M (586-9460), Shimabukuro M, Finnegan L, Morita H, Takai K
Committee Reports:  HSCR 1066-04 (HLT/ HSH/) HSCR 1446-04 (FIN) SSCR 3471 (HTH/ HMS/)

HCR112 2004 HD1 (HSCR 1099-04)
Introduced by:  Oshiro M (586-8505), Takai K
Committee Reports:  HSCR 1099-04 (LAB) SSCR 3523 (LBR/ ECD/)

HCR117 2004
REQUESTING CONGRESS TO SUPPORT FULL FUNDING FOR THE CARL D. PERKINS VOCATIONAL AND TECHNICAL EDUCATION ACT.
Introduced by:  Evans C (586-8510), Lee M, Ito K
Committee Reports:  HSCR 1421-04 (EDN) SSCR 3517 (EDU/ TMG/)

HCR118 2004 HD1 (HSCR 1343-04)
REQUESTING THE LEGISLATIVE REFERENCE BUREAU TO STUDY THE FEASIBILITY OF ESTABLISHING A WATER QUALITY MONITORING PROGRAM FOR MARINE WATERS THAT EMPHASIZES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION.
Introduced by:  Evans C (586-8510), Morita H, Oshiro B
Committee Reports:  HSCR 1343-04 (EEP) HSCR 1450-04 (FIN) SSCR 3483 (ENE/ WLA/)

HCR123 2004 HD1 (HSCR 1098-04)
REQUESTING THE HOUSING AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION OF HAWAII TO MAKE FINANCING TOOLS AVAILABLE TO ASSIST PRIVATE DEVELOPERS IN PURCHASING RENTAL PROPERTIES.
HCR124 2004 HD1 (HSCR 1468-04)  
AUTHORIZING THE ISSUANCE OF A LEASE OF WATER RIGHTS FOR THE USE OF THE "BLUE HOLE" DIVERSION AND PORTIONS OF A WATER TRANSMISSION SYSTEM LOCATED IN THE WAILUA SECTION OF THE LILUE-KOLOA FOREST RESERVE FOR HYDROPOWER PRODUCTION PURPOSES.
Introduced by: Kanoho E (586-6270), Morita H, Kawakami B
Committee Reports: HSCR 1080-04 (WLH) HSCR 1468-04 (FIN) SSCR 3465 (WLA)

HCR138 2004 HD1 SD1 (SSCR 3474)  
REQUESTING THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND THE INSURANCE COMMISSIONER TO REVIEW REIMBURSEMENT LEVELS OF PROVIDERS FOR ALL MAMMOGRAPHY STUDIES AND FOLLOW UP DIAGNOSTIC TESTING DESIGNED TO IDENTIFY BREAST-RELATED CANCERS IN ORDER TO ASCERTAIN THE APPROPRIATENESS OF THOSE REIMBURSEMENT LEVELS.
Introduced by: Arakaki D (586-6050), Shimabukuro M, Kahikina M, Nishimoto S
Committee Reports: HSCR 1058-04 (HLT) SSCR 3474 (HTH/ CPH/)

HCR141 2004  
REQUESTING THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH TO ESTABLISH A COORDINATED STATEWIDE EFFORT TO ADDRESS FETAL ALCOHOL SPECTRUM DISORDER.
Introduced by: Arakaki D (586-6050), Shimabukuro M, Lee M
Committee Reports: HSCR 1051-04 (HLT) HSCR 1444-04 (FIN) SSCR 3462 (HTH)

HCR149 2004  
Introduced by: Oshiro M (586-8505), Oshiro B, Shimabukuro M, Lee M
Committee Reports: HSCR 1109-04 (WLH) SSCR 3520 (ENE/ TMG/)

HCR150 2004  
SUPPORTING AND ENCOURAGING NATIONAL, STATE, AND LOCAL EFFORTS TO SECURE ACCESS AND REMOVE BARRIERS TO HEALTH CARE FOR MEN AND THEIR FAMILY MEMBERS.
Committee Reports: HSCR 1085-04 (HLT) SSCR 3463 (HTH)

HCR152 2004 HD2 (HSCR 1490-04)  
REQUESTING THE LEGISLATIVE REFERENCE BUREAU TO CONDUCT A STUDY ON HOW MEDICAL MARIJUANA PLANTS AND PRODUCTS MAY BE PROCURED AND DISTRIBUTED TO PATIENTS REGISTERED WITH THE MEDICAL MARIJUANA PROGRAM.
Introduced by: Arakaki D (586-6050), Shimabukuro M, Kahikina M, Oshiro B
Committee Reports: HSCR 1095-04 (HLT) HSCR 1490-04 (JUD) SSCR 3472 (HTH)

HCR153 2004 HD1 (HSCR 1371-04)  
REQUESTING THE UNITED NATIONS TO CONSIDER ESTABLISHING IN HAWAII A CENTER FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF GLOBAL HEALTH, WELFARE, EDUCATION, AND PEACE BY AND FOR CHILDREN, YOUTH, AND FAMILIES.
Introduced by: Arakaki D (586-6050), Hale H
Committee Reports: HSCR 1371-04 (INT) SSCR 3485 (HTH/ HMS/ TMG/)

HCR154 2004  
REQUESTING THE EXECUTIVE OFFICE ON AGING TO PROVIDE DATA ON HAWAII'S FAMILY CAREGIVERS AND THE OLDER ADULTS TO WHOM THEY PROVIDE ASSISTANCE.
Introduced by: Arakaki D (586-6050), Takai K, Lee M
Committee Reports: HSCR 1070-04 (HLT/ HSH/) SSCR 3473 (HTH/ HMS/)

HCR156 2004 HD1 (HSCR 1425-04)  
REQUESTING THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH TO CONVENE A WORKING GROUP TO EVALUATE AND RECOMMEND POSSIBLE STATUTORY AND OTHER CHANGES TO STREAMLINE AND EXPEDITE MENTAL HEALTH TREATMENT TO PERSONS COMMITTED TO STATE-OPERATED OR -CONTRACTED FACILITIES.
Introduced by: Arakaki D (586-6050), Shimabukuro M, Nishimoto S, Oshiro B, Kahikina M
Committee Reports: HSCR 1425-04 (HLT) SSCR 3490 (HTH)

HCR158 2004  
ENCOURAGING A COLLEGE OF PHARMACY AT THE UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII AT Hilo.
Introduced by: Chang J (586-6120), Evans C, Herkes R, Hale H, Jernigan M
HCR159 2004
SUPPORTING THE HAWAII MEDICAL ASSOCIATION, THE HAWAII PSYCHIATRIC MEDICAL ASSOCIATION, AND THE AMERICAN PSYCHIATRIC ASSOCIATION IN EXTENDING AN INVITATION TO THE AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION HOUSE OF DELEGATES TO RETURN TO HONOLULU, HAWAII FOR ITS INTERIM WINTER MEETING IN 2007 OR 2008.
Committee Reports: HSCR 1075-04 (TAC) SSCR 3309 (HTH)

HCR161 2004
REQUESTING THE GOVERNOR TO DECLARE HALEIWA TOWN AS THE SURFING CAPITAL OF THE WORLD.
Committee Reports: HSCR 1074-04 (TAC) SSCR 3518 (TSM/ ECD/)
HCR203 2004
REQUESTING THE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION AND THE DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT TO STUDY AND IMPLEMENT PARITY BETWEEN OCCUPATIONAL THERAPISTS, PHYSICAL THERAPISTS, AND SPEECH THERAPISTS WITHIN THE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION.
Introduced by: Luke S (586-8530)
Committee Reports: HSCR 1398-04 (INT/ TAC/) SSCR 3486 (ECD/ TMG/)

HCR211 2004
REQUESTING THAT THE DEPARTMENT OF ACCOUNTING AND GENERAL SERVICES SEARCH FOR SURPLUS PROPERTY WITHIN THE STATE SYSTEM THAT COULD BE LEASED TO SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAMS TO ASSIST IN THE TREATMENT OF RECOVERING ADDICTS AND THAT THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN SERVICES LOOK FOR AVAILABLE FEDERAL MONIES AND OTHER GRANTS TO HELP DEVELOP HOUSING FACILITIES FOR THESE TREATMENT PROGRAMS.
Introduced by: Hamakawa E (586-8480), Shimabukuro M, Herkes R, Magaoay M, Evans C, Waters T
Committee Reports: HSCR 1433-04 (FIN) SSCR 3501 (EDU/ LBR/)

HCR214 2004
REQUESTING THE HOUSING AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION OF HAWAII TO EXPLORE HOME OWNERSHIP OPTIONS AND STUDY THE FEASIBILITY OF IMPLEMENTING A HOUSING DEMONSTRATION PROJECT AT HAU KI HOME AND OTHER STATE-OWNED AND OPERATED HOUSING PROJECTS.
Introduced by: Say C (586-6100)
Committee Reports: HSCR 1353-04 (HSH) SSCR 3470 (CPH/ HMS/)

HCR238 2004
REQUESTING THE GOVERNOR TO IMPLEMENT AN ONLINE "FIXIT" SYSTEM ON THE STATE WEBSITE.
Introduced by: Tamayo T (586-6080), Mindo R, Oshiro B, Shimabukuro M
Committee Reports: HSCR 1437-04 (FIN) SSCR 3493 (SAT)

HCR245 2004 HD1 SD1 (SSCR 3475)
REQUESTING THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH TO WORK WITH THE HAWAII FOOD INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION TO DETERMINE THE FEASIBILITY OF REQUIRING THE BACKHAUL OF SHIPPING MATERIALS AND PALLETS BY LARGE "BIG BOX" RETAILERS AND WHOLESALERS.
Introduced by: Morita H (586-8435)
Committee Reports: HSCR 1360-04 (EEP) SSCR 3475 (ENE/ HTH/)

HCR250 2004
REQUESTING THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES AND THE UNITED STATES CONGRESS TO SUPPORT H.R. 677 EXTENDING VETERANS' BENEFITS TO FILIPINO VETERANS.
Introduced by: Abinsay F (586-6010), Karamatsu J, Magaoay M, Chang J
Committee Reports: HSCR 1347-04 (PSM) SSCR 3497 (TMG)

HCR251 2004
DECLARING MAY 7, 2004, AS CLEANERS' APPRECIATION DAY IN THE STATE OF HAWAII.
Introduced by: Oshiro M (586-8505)
Committee Reports: HSCR 1101-04 (LAB) SSCR 3525 (LBR)

HCR255 2004 HD1 (HSCR 1388-04)
REQUESTING THE DEPARTMENT OF LAND AND NATURAL RESOURCES AND CITY & COUNTY OF HONOLULU TO ASSIST HOMEOWNERS IN PREVENTING FURTHER EROSION ALONG HEEIA, KEAAHALA/KEOLOA, KAWA, AND KANEHOE STREAMS ON OAHU.
Introduced by: Ito K (586-8470)
Committee Reports: HSCR 1388-04 (WLA) SSCR 3466 (WLA)

HCR258 2004
URGING THE UNITED STATES CONGRESS TO SUPPORT THE PASSAGE OF S. 68, RELATING TO IMPROVING BENEFITS FOR FILIPINO VETERANS OF WORLD WAR II.
Introduced by: Mindo R (586-9730)
Committee Reports: HSCR 1349-04 (PSM) SSCR 3500 (TMG)

HCR260 2004
REQUESTING AN AGRIBUSINESS INCUBATOR IN WAIALUA.
HOUSE CONCURRENT RESOLUTIONS & HOUSE RESOLUTIONS ADOPTED

Introduced by: Magaoay M (586-6380), Karamatsu J, Chang J, Abinsay F
Committee Reports: HSCR 1165-04 (AGR) HSCR 1467-04 (FIN) SSCR 3467 (WLA/EGD)

HCR261 2004 HD1 SD1 (SSCR 3487) REQUESTING THE LEGISLATIVE REFERENCE BUREAU TO REVIEW, ANALYZE, AND RECOMMEND CHANGES TO STATUTES AND STATE RULES THAT CRIMINALIZE NON-SERIOUS OFFENSES AND REQUESTING EACH COUNTY TO REVIEW, ANALYZE, AND CHANGE COUNTY ORDINANCES AND RULES THAT CRIMINALIZE NON-SERIOUS OFFENSES.
Introduced by: Hamakawa E (586-8480)
Committee Reports: HSCR 1308-04 (JUD) HSCR 1457-04 (FIN) SSCR 3487 (JHW)

HCR265 2004 HD1 (HSCR 1355-04) REQUESTING THE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY AND THE OFFICE OF YOUTH SERVICES TO DEVELOP A PLAN FOR CREATING AND IMPLEMENTING GENDER RESPONSIVE ENVIRONMENTS AT THE WOMEN'S COMMUNITY CORRECTIONAL CENTER AND AT THE HAWAII YOUTH CORRECTIONAL FACILITY.
Introduced by: Oshiro B (586-6340), Lee M, Morita H
Committee Reports: HSCR 1355-04 (HSH/JUD) SSCR 3488 (JHW/HMS)

HCR267 2004 HD1 (HSCR 1484-04) REQUESTING THE ATTORNEY GENERAL TO REPORT TO THE LEGISLATURE ON PROGRESS MADE BY THE OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL AND THE PROSECUTING ATTORNEYS FROM THE COUNTIES OF THE STATE OF HAWAI'I IN USING CHAPTER 846E, HAWAII REVISED STATUTES, TO RESTORE PUBLIC ACCESS TO REGISTRATION INFORMATION REGARDING DANGEROUS PERSONS CONVICTED OF CERTAIN OFFENSES AGAINST CHILDREN AND CERTAIN SEXUAL OFFENSES.
Introduced by: Oshiro B (586-6340), Takumi R
Committee Reports: HSCR 1484-04 (JUD) SSCR 3489 (JHW)

HR0002 2004 HD1 (HSCR 868-04) REQUESTING THE JUDICIARY TO CONVENE A TASK FORCE TO REEVALUATE THE PLACEMENT OF THE OFFICE OF THE PUBLIC GUARDIAN.
Introduced by: Say C (BR) (586-6100)
Committee Reports: HSCR 868-04 (HSH) HSCR 1481-04 (JUD)

HR0004 2004 RELATING TO COMMITTEE ASSIGNMENTS OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES OF THE TWENTY-SECOND LEGISLATURE.
Introduced by: Saiki S (586-8485), Fox G

HR0008 2004 HD1 (HSCR 871-04) ENDORSING AND SUPPORTING THE SPIRIT OF HAWAI'I GOODWILL AND FRIENDSHIP COASTAL KOREA VISIT AND URGING THE NORTH KOREAN GOVERNMENT TO SUPPORT JAE KWON LEE AND JONATHAN COWLES ON THEIR JOURNEY TO NORTH KOREA.
Introduced by: Hale H (586-6530)
Committee Reports: HSCR 871-04 (LMG/INT)

HR0021 2004 COMMENDING CLARENCE LEE FOR HIS NOTEWORTHY CONTRIBUTIONS TO HAWAI'I'S CULTURE AND THE ARTS.
Introduced by: Chang J (586-6120), Schatz B, Fox G, Shimabukuro M, Tamayo T, Mindo R, Oshiro B

HR0023 2004 CONGRATULATING THE KAHUU HIGH SCHOOL VARSITY FOOTBALL TEAM FOR WINNING THE 2003 STATE FOOTBALL CHAMPIONSHIP.

HR0024 2004 RECOGNIZING JONATHAN COWLES, JAE KWON LEE, MAEONA MENDELSON, JAN RUMI, AND TERESA BERNALES FOR THEIR CONTRIBUTIONS OF INTERNATIONAL SIGNIFICANCE.
Introduced by: Hale H (586-6530), Shimabukuro M

HR0026 2004 RECOGNIZING AND COMMENDING DR. CHARLES R. "DICK" BEAMER, PH.D., FOR HIS COMMITMENT TO THE HAWAI'I LIONS INTERNATIONAL YOUTH CAMP.
Introduced by: Mindo R (586-9730)

HR0027 2004 CONGRATULATING MAUI ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY, INC. ON RECEIVING THE
HOUSE CONCURRENT RESOLUTIONS & HOUSE RESOLUTIONS ADOPTED

2003 AWARD FOR EXCELLENCE IN COMMUNITY ACTION.
Introduced by: Souki J (586-9444), Kaho'ohalahala S, Bukoski K, Blundell B

HR0028 2004 HD1 (HSCR 1383-04) REQUESTING THE DEPARTMENT OF LAND AND NATURAL RESOURCES TO PROMOTE THE RECOVERY OF NATIVE PLANT SPECIES BY ENCOURAGING THE ESTABLISHMENT OF NATIVE TREE FARMS ON PUBLIC LANDS AND LANDS NOT DESIGNATED AS IMPORTANT AGRICULTURAL LANDS.
Introduced by: Thielen C (586-6480), Morita H, Waters T, Bukoski K
Committee Reports: HSCR 1383-04 (WLH)

HR0029 2004 ENCOURAGING THE UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE TO HOST THE FINAL CEREMONY MARKING THE RELEASE OF THE "SOUVENIR SHEET" OF ALL TWELVE CHINESE LUNAR NEW YEAR COMMEMORATIVE POSTAGE STAMPS IN HAWAII IN JANUARY 2005.
Committee Reports: HSCR 1025-04 (TAC)

HR0030 2004 RECOGNIZING THE CONTRIBUTIONS OF THE GO FOR BROKE EDUCATIONAL FOUNDATION.
Introduced by: Takumi R (586-6170)

HR0031 2004 CONGRATULATING ASIAN AFFAIRS LEADERS FRANK BOAS, LISA T. MURAYAMA, GERALD SUMIDA, BRENDA LEI FOSTER, AND DIANE PETERS-NGUYEN ON THE OCCASION OF THE PACIFIC AND ASIAN AFFAIRS COUNCIL’S 50TH ANNIVERSARY
Introduced by: Fox G (586-8520)

HR0032 2004 HD1 (HSCR 1341-04) REQUESTING THE LEGISLATIVE REFERENCE BUREAU TO CONDUCT A POLICY REVIEW TO EXAMINE THE PRECAUTIONARY PRINCIPLE POLICY FRAMEWORK AS A GUIDING PRINCIPLE IN CONDUCTING THE STATE’S AFFAIRS.
Introduced by: Shimabukuro M (586-8460), Kahikina M, Morita H, Waters T, Kaho'ohalahala S, Schatz B, Arakaki D
Committee Reports: HSCR 1341-04 (EEP) HSCR 1428-04 (FIN)

HR0033 2004 RECOGNIZING THE CONTRIBUTIONS OF THE ALA WAI WATERSHED KULEANA PROJECT VOLUNTEERS.
Introduced by: Caldwell K (586-8475)

HR0034 2004 COMMENDING THE EFFORTS AND BRAVERY OF THE HAWAII NATIONAL GUARD FOR THEIR PAST, PRESENT, AND FUTURE SERVICE TO OUR STATE, NATION, AND THE WORLD AS WE COMBAT THE WAR ON TERRORISM.
Introduced by: Takai K (586-8455), Tamayo T

HR0036 2004 HD1 (HSCR 1031-04) REQUESTING THE HAWAII COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY TO WORK WITH THE DEPARTMENT OF LAND AND NATURAL RESOURCES AND COOPERATING PARTNERS TO PROTECT AND ENHANCE THE KANEHOHE MEADOWLAND (HE'EIA WETLANDS).
Introduced by: Ito K (586-8470)
Committee Reports: HSCR 1031-04 (WLH)

HR0039 2004 ENCOURAGING THE HAWAII’S CONGRESSIONAL DELEGATION TO SUPPORT THE DEVELOPMENT, RELIEF, AND EDUCATION FOR ALIEN MINORS ("DREAM") ACT.
Introduced by: Takai K (586-8455), Takumi R, Ontai G
Committee Reports: HSCR 1102-04 (LAB/ HED/)

HR0041 2004 RECOGNIZING MARCH 17TH AS “EDDIE AIKAU DAY” IN HONOR OF ALL HAWAII’S BEACHBOYS.
Introduced by: Say C (586-6100), Kanohe E, Kaho'ohalahala S, Kahikina M, Bukoski K, Shimabukuro M, Waters T, Morita H, Ontai G, Halford C

HR0042 2004 REQUESTING MEMBERS OF CONGRESS TO INCLUDE WAIVERS OR MAKE CHANGES TO NO CHILD LEFT BEHIND AND PROVIDE SUFFICIENT FUNDING THAT...
WILL ALLOW HAWAII TO USE THE LAW AS AN OPPORTUNITY TO IMPROVE EDUCATION.
Introduced by: Takai K (586-8455), Takumi R
Committee Reports: HSCR 1416-04 (EDN)

HR0045 2004
COMMENDING AND CONGRATULATING WAIKIKI AQUARIUM ON THE OCCASION OF ITS 100TH ANNIVERSARY.
Introduced by: Nishimoto S (586-8515), Takai K

HR0046 2004
HONORING THE 2004 JUNIOR ACHIEVEMENT OF HAWAII BUSINESS HALL OF FAME INDUCTEES.

HR0047 2004
URGING CONGRESS TO PASS FEDERAL LEGISLATION TO PROVIDE ACCESS TO SAFE, AFFORDABLE PRESCRIPTION DRUGS BY ALLOWING PURCHASE OF PRESCRIPTION DRUGS FROM CANADA AND OTHER COUNTRIES THAT MEET FEDERAL SAFETY REQUIREMENTS AND REQUESTING THE SECRETARY OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES TO SUPPORT AND IMPLEMENT REIMPORTATION.
Committee Reports: HSCR 1104-04 (CPC)

HR0048 2004
URGING THE HAWAII TOURISM AUTHORITY TO SPONSOR A STATEWIDE CONFERENCE ON TOURISM IN HAWAII.
Committee Reports: HSCR 1027-04 (TAC)

HR0049 2004 HD1 (HSCR 1372-04)
URGING THE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY TO RELAX RESTRICTIONS ON THE GRANTING OF NONIMMIGRANT VISAS TO NATIONALS OF THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA FOR THE PURPOSE OF BUSINESS, TOURISM, AND STUDY IN THE UNITED STATES.
Introduced by: Hale H (586-6530)
Committee Reports: HSCR 1372-04 (INT)

HR0050 2004
REQUESTING DEL MONTE AND THE GALBRAITH ESTATE TO ALLOW RESIDENTS TO CONTINUE TO RESIDE AT POAMOHO CAMP UNTIL AT LEAST DECEMBER 2005, TO ALLOW THE RESIDENTS TIME TO FIND HOUSING SOLUTIONS OR AFFORDABLE ALTERNATIVE HOUSING.
Introduced by: Oshiro M (586-8505), Magaoay M, Lee M
Committee Reports: HSCR 1374-04 (AGR/LAB)

HR0054 2004 HD1 (HSCR 1376-04)
Introduced by: Say C (586-6100)
Committee Reports: HSCR 1376-04 (HSH)

HR0056 2004
REQUESTING A STATUS REPORT ON THE CURRENT USE OF OPEN SOURCE SOFTWARE IN STATE GOVERNMENT AND THE ADOPTION OF A STATE POLICY SUPPORTING USE OF OPEN SOURCE SOFTWARE IN STATE GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS.
Introduced by: Hiraki K (586-6180), Marumoto B
Committee Reports: HSCR 1430-04 (FIN)

HR0057 2004
URGING THE UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII TO SPEEDILY REBUILD A SCHOOL OF GLOBAL AND PUBLIC HEALTH.
Introduced by: Takai K (586-8455), Tamayo T, Arakaki D
Committee Reports: HSCR 1361-04 (HED)

HR0058 2004 HD1 (HSCR 1423-04)
REQUESTING A STUDY OF GAY, LESBIAN, BISEXUAL, AND TRANSGENDER YOUTH OF HAWAII.
Introduced by: Shimabukuro M (586-8460), Morita H, Oshiro B
Committee Reports: HSCR 1423-04 (EDN)
REQUESTING THE GOVERNOR TO FORM A TASK FORCE TO RESEARCH AND 
COLLECT INPUT FROM LOCAL TOUR OPERATORS AND THE LOCAL COMMUNITY, 
RELATIVE TO CREATING A COMPREHENSIVE DEFINITION OF ECOTOURISM AND 
DEVELOPING STANDARDS AND OPERATING GUIDELINES FOR IMPLEMENTATION 
OF AN ECOTOURISM PROGRAM. 
Introduced by: Herkes R (586-8400), Chang J 
Committee Reports:  HSCR 1399-04 (TAC/ EEP/) 

CONGRATULATING ROBERT HU AS THE 2004 HAWAII STATE TEACHER OF THE 
YEAR, AND BETTY BRASK, DEWEY GOTTLIEB II, SHARI KANESHIRO, PAMELA 
MCMIllAN, MERLE OKABE, AND DONNA THERRIEN AS THE 2004 HAWAII STATE 
DISTRICT TEACHERS OF THE YEAR. 
Introduced by:  Tamayo T (586-6080), Takai K, Takumi R, Karamatsu J, Waters T, 
Kanoho E, Lee M, Saiki S 

ADDRESSING THE CONCERNS RAISED BY RESIDENTS IMPACTED BY THE H-1 
WAIMALU VIADUCT FREEWAY WESTBOUND WIDENING PROJECT. 
Introduced by:  Takai K (586-8455), Takumi R, Oshiro B, Finnegan L, Souki J, Caldwell 
K, Mindo R, Moses M, Tamayo T, Schatz B, Shimabukuro M, Lee M, Magaoy M, 
Karamatsu J 
Committee Reports:  HSCR 1407-04 (TRN) 

REQUESTING THE SUPERINTENDENT OF EDUCATION TO ESTABLISH A TASK 
FORCE TO ADDRESS PROBLEMS FACED BY MILITARY IMPACTED SCHOOLS. 
Introduced by:  Takai K (586-8455), Takumi R, Finnegan L 
Committee Reports:  HSCR 1418-04 (EDN) 

REQUESTING THE BOARD OF LAND AND NATURAL RESOURCES TO REVIEW 
AND UPDATE THE KEEHI LAGOON RECREATIONAL PLAN AND EXPLORE THE 
LEASING OF UNUTILIZED FAST AND SUBMERGED LANDS AT KEEHI LAGOON FOR 
THE PRIVATE DEVELOPMENT OF BOATING AND OCEAN RECREATIONAL 
FACILITIES. 
Introduced by:  Kanoho E (586-6270) 
Committee Reports:  HSCR 1110-04 (WLH) 

REQUESTING THE DEPARTMENT OF BUSINESS, ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT, AND 
TOURISM TO DEVELOP INCREASED EXPERTISE TO ASSIST HAWAI'I BUSINESSES 
WITH PROCUREMENT OPPORTUNITIES WITH THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT AND 
OTHER STATE GOVERNMENTS AND TERRITORIES. 
Introduced by:  Marumoto B (586-6310) 
Committee Reports:  HSCR 1083-04 (EDB) 

URGING SUPPORT FOR COMPLETION OF CONNECTIONS BETWEEN AND 
ENHANCEMENTS TO THE LEEWARD BIKE PATH AND PEARL HARBOR HISTORIC 
TRAIL. 
Introduced by:  Kahikina M (586-8465) 
Committee Reports:  HSCR 1403-04 (TRN) 

REQUESTING THE DEPARTMENTS OF TAXATION AND BUSINESS, ECONOMIC 
DEVELOPMENT, AND TO TOURISM TO CONDUCT A REVIEW AND COST BENEFIT 
ANALYSIS OF ALL CURRENT TAX INCENTIVES UNDER TITLE 14, HAWAII REVISED 
STATUTES. 
Introduced by:  Wakai G (586-6220), Waters T, Schatz B, Nishimoto S, Kahikina M, 
Tamayo T 
Committee Reports:  HSCR 1067-04 (EDB) HSCR 1469-04 (FIN) 

REQUESTING THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN 
SERVICES TO EXAMINE THE FEDERAL INDEPENDENCE PLUS INITIATIVE TO 
DETERMINE IF HAWAII CAN BENEFIT FROM APPLYING FOR AND OBTAINING A 
WAIVER OR WAIVERS TO PROVIDE INDIVIDUALS WITH DISABILITIES WITH 
SERVICES IN THE COMMUNITY. 
Introduced by:  Lee M (586-9460), Shimabukuro M, Finnegan L, Morita H, Takai K, 
Ching C 
Committee Reports:  HSCR 1065-04 (HLT/ HSH/) HSCR 1445-04 (FIN) 

REQUESTING THAT THE UNITED STATES SECRETARY OF ENERGY SUPPORT A
HR0079 2004
REQUESTING CONGRESS TO SUPPORT FULL FUNDING FOR THE CARL D. PERKINS VOCATIONAL AND TECHNICAL EDUCATION ACT.
Introduced by: Evans C (586-8510), Ito K
Committee Reports: HSCR 1420-04 (EDN)

HR0081 2004
URGING THE HAWAII TOURISM AUTHORITY TO PARTICIPATE IN THE 2005 WORLD EXPOSITION, AICHI, JAPAN.
Committee Reports: HSCR 1071-04 (TAC)

HR0083 2004 HD1 (HSCR 1097-04)
REQUESTING THE HOUSING AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION OF HAWAII TO MAKE FINANCING TOOLS AVAILABLE TO ASSIST PRIVATE DEVELOPERS IN PURCHASING RENTAL PROPERTIES.
Introduced by: Kahikina M (586-8465), Say C
Committee Reports: HSCR 1097-04 (HSCH)

HR0084 2004 HD1 (HSCR 1152-04)
REQUESTING THE DEVELOPMENT OF A JOINT IMPLEMENTATION PLAN FOR WASTE TREATMENT IN HONOKAA.
Introduced by: Takamine D (586-6200), Hale H, Evans C
Committee Reports: HSCR 1152-04 (EEP) HSCR 1447-04 (FIN)

HR0088 2004
REQUESTING THE CALIFORNIA SERVICE CENTER FOR THE BUREAU OF U.S. CITIZENSHIP AND IMMIGRATION SERVICES TO REOPEN DUNCAN HAMILTON'S REQUEST FOR EXTENSION OF HIS E-2 NONIMMIGRANT TREATY INVESTOR STATUS AND FOR HIS TWO DAUGHTERS.
Introduced by: Bukoski K (586-6330), Hale H
Committee Reports: HSCR 1479-04 (JUD)

HR0091 2004
URGING THE GOVERNOR, DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN SERVICES, AND UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII TO RECOGNIZE THE IMPORTANCE OF THE CONTRIBUTIONS OF FAMILY CAREGIVERS AND TO SUPPORT THEM IN SERVING THE STATE'S LONG-TERM CARE NEEDS.
Introduced by: Arakaki D (586-6050), Shimabukuro M, Lee M, Kahikina M
Committee Reports: HSCR 1345-04 (HLT/HSCH)

HR0095 2004 HD1 (HSCR 1057-04)
REQUESTING THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, HAWAII MEDICAL ASSOCIATION, AND AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY TO SUPPORT ADEQUATE LEVELS OF REIMBURSEMENT FOR MAMMOGRAPHY SERVICES AND TO SUPPORT PHYSICIANS TO BE ALLOWED TO PROVIDE MORE ACCESS TO TECHNOLOGY.
Introduced by: Arakaki D (586-6050), Shimabukuro M, Kahikina M, Nishimoto S
Committee Reports: HSCR 1057-04 (HLT)

HR0098 2004
REQUESTING THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH TO ESTABLISH A COORDINATED STATEWIDE EFFORT TO ADDRESS FETAL ALCOHOL SPECTRUM DISORDER.
Introduced by: Arakaki D (586-6050), Shimabukuro M, Lee M
Committee Reports: HSCR 1050-04 (HLT) HSCR 1443-04 (FIN)

HR0099 2004
RECOGNIZING KATHLEEN NULLET OF KAILUA INTERMEDIATE SCHOOL AS THE RECIPIENT OF THE 2003 OUTSTANDING GLOBAL TEACHER AWARD.

HR0100 2004
RECOGNIZING MOMILANI ELEMENTARY SCHOOL, ROYAL ELEMENTARY SCHOOL, AND LIHOLIHO ELEMENTARY SCHOOL AS HAWAI’I’S 2003 BLUE RIBBON SCHOOLS.

HR0102 2004
SUPPORTING THE HAWAII HUMANITY UNITED GLOBALLY PROGRAM FOR ITS PROJECTS FOR INTERNATIONAL PEACE.


HR0113 2004 TO HOLD THE DEPARTMENT OF LAND AND NATURAL RESOURCES ACCOUNTABLE FOR ITS DECISIONS TO INCLUDE OR ELIMINATE QUALIFIED CANDIDATES FROM THE LIST SENT TO THE GOVERNOR FOR APPOINTMENT TO THE ISLAND BURIAL COUNCILS. Introduced by: Kanoho E (586-6270) Committee Reports: HSCR 1426-04 (WLH)

HR0114 2004 HD1 (HSCR 1385-04) URGING THE DEPARTMENT OF LAND AND NATURAL RESOURCES TO DESIGNATE THE STATE WATERS IN THE NORTHWESTERN HAWAIIAN ISLANDS AS A MARINE REFUGE TO PROVIDE LONG-TERM AND LASTING PROTECTIONS TO THE FRAGILE ECOSYSTEMS IN THAT REGION. Introduced by: Kanoho E (586-6270), Morita H, Saiki S, Arakaki D, Magaoay M Committee Reports: HSCR 1385-04 (WLH)


HR0117 2004 HD1 (HSCR 1081-04) URGING THE SETTING OF AN EXAMPLE TO OUR CHILDREN AND OUT-OF-STATE VISITORS BY DESIGNATING THE THIRD AND FOURTH FLOORS OF THE STATE CAPITOL SMOKE-FREE. Introduced by: Thielen C (586-6480), Takai K, Leong B Committee Reports: HSCR 1081-04 (HLT/ LGM/) - notwithstanding

HR0118 2004 HD1 (HSCR 1485-04) REQUESTING THAT THE UNITED STATES CITIZENSHIP AND IMMIGRATION SERVICES CONSULT WITH FILIPINO NATIONAL LONGLINE FISHERS SEEKING TO ENTER HAWAII CONCERNING NONIMMIGRANT VISA OPTIONS. Introduced by: Mindo R (586-9730), Tamayo T, Abinsay F, Magaoay M, Sonson A
HR0123 2004
REQUESTING THE DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION TO STUDY THE FEASIBILITY OF, AND PROVIDE COST ESTIMATES FOR, THE INSTALLATION OF AN ACCESS ROAD ON THE SOUTHERN END OF KAWAIHAE HARBOR TO INCREASE ACCESS TO THE SMALL BOAT HARBOR AND BEACH AREA, AND FOR OTHER HARBOR IMPROVEMENTS.
Introduced by: Evans C (586-8510), Herkes R, Hale H, Chang J, Waters T
Committee Reports: HSCR 1309-04 (WLH) HSCR 1485-04 (JUD)

HR0125 2004
REQUESTING THE STATE HISTORIC PRESERVATION DIVISION OF THE DEPARTMENT OF LAND AND NATURAL RESOURCES TO REQUIRE CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS TO HAVE CULTURAL CONSULTANTS AND MONITORS.
Introduced by: Evans C (586-8510), Kaho’olahala S, Waters T, Morita H
Committee Reports: HSCR 1405-04 (TRN)

HR0136 2004 HD1 (HSCR 1324-04)
REQUESTING THE DEPARTMENT OF LAND AND NATURAL RESOURCES TO INITIATE CONDEMNATION PROCEEDINGS TO PURCHASE REAL PROPERTY OWNED BY THE GALBRAITH ESTATE.
Introduced by: Oshiro M (586-8505), Magaoay M, Lee M
Committee Reports: HSCR 1324-04 (WLH) HSCR 1461-04 (FIN)

HR0140 2004 HD1 (HSCR 1333-04)
REQUESTING A TASK FORCE BE ORGANIZED TO ADDRESS THE HAZARDS OF ROCK AND LAND SLIDES ON OUR URBAN POPULATIONS.
Introduced by: Luke S (586-8530)
Committee Reports: HSCR 1333-04 (WLH/PSM/) HSCR 1463-04 (FIN)

HR0141 2004
URGING HAWAII’S CONGRESSIONAL DELEGATION TO INTRODUCE FEDERAL LEGISLATION TO PROVIDE ADDITIONAL RESOURCES TO EXPAND VISA PROCESSING CAPACITY IN THE CONSULAR SECTION OF THE UNITED STATES EMBASSY IN SEOUL IN THE REPUBLIC OF KOREA AND TO INCLUDE THE REPUBLIC OF KOREA IN THE VISA WAIVER PROGRAM.
Introduced by: Luke S (586-8530)
Committee Reports: HSCR 1397-04 (INT/TAC/)

HR0142 2004
REQUESTING THE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION AND THE DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT TO STUDY AND IMPLEMENT PARITY BETWEEN OCCUPATIONAL THERAPISTS, PHYSICAL THERAPISTS, AND SPEECH THERAPISTS WITHIN THE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION.
Introduced by: Luke S (586-8530)
Committee Reports: HSCR 1432-04 (FIN)

HR0148 2004
REQUESTING THAT THE DEPARTMENT OF ACCOUNTING AND GENERAL SERVICES SEARCH FOR SURPLUS PROPERTY WITHIN THE STATE SYSTEM THAT COULD BE LEASED TO SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAMS TO ASSIST IN THE TREATMENT OF RECOVERING ADDICTS AND THAT THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN SERVICES LOOK FOR AVAILABLE FEDERAL MONIES AND OTHER GRANTS TO HELP DEVELOP HOUSING FACILITIES FOR THESE TREATMENT PROGRAMS.
Introduced by: Hamakawa E (586-8480), Shimabukuro M, Herkes R, Magaoay M, Evans C, Waters T
Committee Reports: HSCR 1434-04 (FIN)

HR0150 2004 HD2 (HSCR 1476-04)
REQUESTING THE DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN SERVICES TO CONVENE A TASK FORCE TO DEVELOP A DRUG ENDANGERED CHILD PROTECTION PROGRAM.
Introduced by: Hamakawa E (586-8480), Evans C, Shimabukuro M, Herkes R, Magaoay M, Waters T
Committee Reports: HSCR 1301-04 (HSH) HSCR 1476-04 (FIN)

HR0151 2004
REQUESTING THE HOUSING AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION OF HAWAII TO EXPLORE HOME OWNERSHIP OPTIONS AND STUDY THE FEASIBILITY OF IMPLEMENTING A HOUSING DEMONSTRATION PROJECT AT HAUIKI HOMES AND OTHER STATE-OWNED AND OPERATED HOUSING PROJECTS.
Introduced by: Say C (586-6100)
HR0153 2004  
SUPPORTING EFFORTS BY THE KO'OLAU GREENBELT AND HERITAGE TRAILS SYSTEM TO PROVIDE A HOLISTIC APPROACH TO WATERSHED PROTECTION AND ENCOURAGE PUBLIC AND PRIVATE PARTNERSHIPS TO DETERMINE THE FUTURE OF THE ENTIRE KO'OLAU SYSTEM.  
Introduced by: Waters T (BR) (586-9450), Kanoho E, Thielen C, Morita H  
Committee Reports: HSCR 1365-04 (WLH)

HR0154 2004 HD1 (HSCR 1322-04)  
REQUESTING A STUDY OF THE STATE CONSERVATION DISTRICT PROGRAM.  
Introduced by: Waters T (BR) (586-9450)  
Committee Reports: HSCR 1322-04 (WLH) HSCR 1454-04 (FIN)

HR0157 2004 HD1 (HSCR 1378-04)  
SUBMITTING TO THE LEGISLATURE OF THE STATE OF HAWAII FOR REVIEW OF ACTION TAKEN BY THE BOARD OF LAND AND NATURAL RESOURCES ON LAND EXCHANGES.  
Introduced by: Waters T (586-9450)  
Committee Reports: HSCR 1378-04 (WLH)

HR0160 2004  
REQUESTING THE GOVERNOR TO DECLARE MAY 23, 2004, AS "SEA TURTLE DAY" IN HAWAII.  
Introduced by: Waters T (BR) (586-9450)  
Committee Reports: HSCR 1390-04 (WLH)

HR0161 2004 HD1 (HSCR 1339-04)  
REQUESTING THE DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND THE CITY AND COUNTY OF HONOLULU TO CONDUCT A STUDY ON LENGTHENING YELLOW LIGHTS TO ADDRESS THE PROBLEM OF RUNNING RED LIGHTS.  
Introduced by: Bukoski K (586-6330)  
Committee Reports: HSCR 1339-04 (TRN) HSCR 1465-04 (FIN)

HR0162 2004 HD1 (HSCR 1389-04)  
REQUESTING THE U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY TO RECONSIDER ITS DECISION TO NOT ISSUE NEW RULES AND STANDARDS FOR WATER QUALITY AND TO REVIEW AND STRENGTHEN ITS POLICIES ON WATER QUALITY MONITORING, ENFORCEMENT, AND DATA COLLECTION PRACTICES.  
Introduced by: Schatz B (586-9425)  
Committee Reports: HSCR 1389-04 (WLH)

HR0163 2004 HD1 (HSCR 1471-04)  
URGING THE PRESIDENT AND CONGRESS TO FULLY FUND THE IMPACT AID PROGRAM.  
Introduced by: Takai K (586-8455)  
Committee Reports: HSCR 1471-04 (FIN)

HR0168 2004 HD1 (HSCR 1414-04)  
REQUESTING THE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION TO SUPPORT A STUDENT EXCHANGE PROGRAM TO INVOLVE STUDENTS IN THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS IN HAWAII AND STUDENTS IN THE PROVINCES IN THE REPUBLIC OF THE PHILIPPINES WITH WHICH THE STATE HAS STATE-PROVINCE RELATIONSHIPS.  
Introduced by: Arakaki D (586-6050), Abinsay F  
Committee Reports: HSCR 1414-04 (INT/ EDN/)

HR0169 2004  
URGING THE SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR TO DESIGNATE A NEW NATIONAL SEASHORE FROM 'AHIHI-KINA'U NATURAL AREA RESERVE TO KANALOA POINT ON THE SOUTHEAST COAST OF MAUI.  
Introduced by: Kahoʻohalahala S (586-6790), Morita H, Kahikina M  
Committee Reports: HSCR 1392-04 (WLH)

HR0170 2004 HD1 (HSCR 1350-04)  
REQUESTING THE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY TO REVIEW AND CONSIDER WHETHER THE EXCEPTION OF PSEUDOEPHEDRINE FROM THE REPORTING, RECORDKEEPING, AND PERMIT REQUIREMENTS GENERALLY APPLICABLE TO LIST 1 CHEMICALS SHOULD BE REPEALED.  
Introduced by: Tamayo T (586-6080), Mindo R, Shimabukuro M  
Committee Reports: HSCR 1350-04 (PSM)

HR0172 2004  
REQUESTING THE GOVERNOR TO IMPLEMENT AN ONLINE "FIXIT" SYSTEM ON THE STATE WEBSITE.  
Introduced by: Tamayo T (586-6080), Mindo R, Oshiro B, Shimabukuro M  
Committee Reports: HSCR 1436-04 (FIN)
Introduced by: Morita H (586-8435), Kanoho E
Committee Reports: HSCR 1320-04 (WLH) HSCR 1458-04 (FIN)

HR0177 2004 HD1 (HSCR 1359-04) REQUESTING THE HAWAII FOOD INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION AND THE HAWAII RETAIL ASSOCIATION TO REPORT ON THE BACKHAUL OF SHIPPING AND PACKING MATERIALS AND PALLETs.
Introduced by: Morita H (586-8435)
Committee Reports: HSCR 1359-04 (EEP)

HR0181 2004 REQUESTING THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES AND THE UNITED STATES CONGRESS TO SUPPORT H.R. 677 EXTENDING VETERANS' BENEFITS TO FILIPINO VETERANS.
Introduced by: Abinsay F (586-6010), Karamatsu J, Magaoay M, Chang J
Committee Reports: HSCR 1346-04 (PSM)

HR0183 2004 HD1 (HSCR 1387-04) REQUESTING THE DEPARTMENT OF LAND AND NATURAL RESOURCES AND CITY & COUNTY OF HONOLULU TO ASSIST HOMEOWNERS IN PREVENTING FURTHER EROSION ALONG HEEIA, KEAHAHALA/KEOLAA, KAWA, AND KANEHOE STREAMS ON OAHU.
Introduced by: Ito K (586-8470)
Committee Reports: HSCR 1387-04 (WLH)

HR0186 2004 URGING THE UNITED STATES CONGRESS TO SUPPORT THE PASSAGE OF S. 68, RELATING TO IMPROVING BENEFITS FOR FILIPINO VETERANS OF WORLD WAR II.
Introduced by: Mindo R (586-9730)
Committee Reports: HSCR 1348-04 (PSM)

HR0187 2004 REQUESTING AN AGRIBUSINESS INCUBATOR IN WAIALUA.
Introduced by: Magaoay M (586-6380), Chang J, Abinsay F
Committee Reports: HSCR 1164-04 (AGR) HSCR 1475-04 (FIN)

HR0188 2004 HD1 (HSCR 1307-04) REQUESTING THE LEGISLATIVE REFERENCE BUREAU TO REVIEW, ANALYZE, AND RECOMMEND CHANGES TO STATUTES, RULES, AND COUNTY ORDINANCES THAT CRIMINALIZE NON-SERIOUS OFFENSES.
Introduced by: Hamakawa E (586-8480)
Committee Reports: HSCR 1307-04 (JUD) HSCR 1456-04 (FIN)

HR0190 2004 HD1 (HSCR 1354-04) REQUESTING THE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY AND THE OFFICE OF YOUTH SERVICES TO DEVELOP A PLAN FOR CREATING AND IMPLEMENTING GENDER RESPONSIVE ENVIRONMENTS AT THE WOMEN'S COMMUNITY CORRECTIONAL CENTER AND AT THE HAWAII YOUTH CORRECTIONAL FACILITY.
Introduced by: Oshiro B (586-6340), Lee M, Morita H
Committee Reports: HSCR 1354-04 (HSH/ JUD/)

HR0191 2004 REQUESTING THE UNITED STATES CONGRESS TO REPEAL THE CHANGES MADE BY THE BUSH ADMINISTRATION TO THE CLEAN AIR ACT IN 2002.
Introduced by: Oshiro B (586-6340), Morita H, Schatz B
Committee Reports: HSCR 1356-04 (EEP)

HR0192 2004 HD1 (HSCR 1483-04) REQUESTING THE ATTORNEY GENERAL TO REPORT TO THE LEGISLATURE ON PROGRESS MADE BY THE OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL AND THE PROSECUTING ATTORNEYS FROM THE COUNTIES OF THE STATE OF HAWAI'I IN USING CHAPTER 846E, HAWAII REVISED STATUTES, TO RESTORE PUBLIC ACCESS TO REGISTRATION INFORMATION REGARDING DANGEROUS PERSONS CONVICTED OF CERTAIN OFFENSES AGAINST CHILDREN AND CERTAIN SEXUAL OFFENSES.
Introduced by: Oshiro B (586-6340), Takumi R
Committee Reports: HSCR 1483-04 (JUD)

HR0194 2004 RECOGNIZING AND HONORING GENERAL ERIC K. SHINSEKI FOR HIS
HR0195 2004

DISTINGUISHED CAREER AND SERVICE TO THIS STATE AND NATION.
Introduced by: Kawakami B (586-6280), Kanoho E, Morita H, Ito K, Ontai G, Evans C

HR0196 2004

CONGRATULATING THE GAS COMPANY ON THE CELEBRATED OCCASION OF ITS ONE HUNDREDTH ANNIVERSARY.
Introduced by: Morita H (586-8435), Waters T, Bukoski K, Kanoho E, Thielen C, Wakai G, Schatz B

HR0197 2004

HONORING THE U.S. SMALL BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION’S 2004 SMALL BUSINESSPERSONS OF THE YEAR.
Introduced by: Schatz B (586-9425)

HR0198 2004

Introduced by: Karamatsu J (586-8490), Oshiro M, Wakai G, Chang J, Finnegan L

HR0199 2004

RECOGNIZING MARCH 2004 AS AMERICAN RED CROSS MONTH.
Introduced by: Lee M (586-9460), Shimabukuro M, Hale H, Finnegan L

HR0200 2004

CONGRATULATING THE PRUDENTIAL “SPIRIT OF COMMUNITY” AWARDS 2004 STATE HONOREES AND DISTINGUISHED FINALISTS.
Introduced by: Bukoski K (586-8330), Luke S, Kaho’ohalahala S

HR0201 2004

RECOGNIZING THE HAWAII LUPUS FOUNDATION ON ITS 30TH ANNIVERSARY AND ITS BOARD OF DIRECTORS: SHARLEEN OSHIRO, ED KAJIYAMA, DEAN YAMAMOTO, TRACY OKUBO, AND AMY LEONG.

HR0202 2004

RECOGNIZING THE BOARD OF WATER SUPPLY ON ITS SEVENTY-FIFTH ANNIVERSARY OF PROVIDING SAFE AND RELIABLE DRINKING WATER TO THE RESIDENTS OF THE CITY AND COUNTY OF HONOLULU.
Introduced by: Wakai G (586-6220), Schatz B, Nishimoto S, Kahikina M, Tamayo T, Waters T

HR0203 2004

HONORING PEARL HARBOR KAI ELEMENTARY SCHOOL FOR THE NATIONAL CERTIFICATION OF ITS PRIMARY SCHOOL ADJUSTMENT PROGRAM.
Introduced by: Finnegan L (586-9470), Oshiro B, Takai K, Wakai G

HR0204 2004

HONORING THE UNIVERSITY OF HAWAI‘I WAIHE‘E SOCCER TEAM FOR BECOMING THE 2003 WAC CO-CHAMPIONS.

HR0205 2004

HONORING AND COMMENDING THE KAPOLEI HIGH SCHOOL WOMEN’S SOFTBALL TEAM FOR THEIR 2004 HIGH SCHOOL STATE CHAMPIONSHIP.
Introduced by: Moses M (586-8500)

HR0206 2004

RECOGNIZING AND HONORING THE SUPPORTERS, WAYNE KOTOMORI, LORRAINE MINATOISHI PALUMBO, CHRISTIAN PORTER, ANN ONO, AND VIC HEJMADI, FOR THEIR WORK IN PRESERVATION OF THE SANJU PAGODA OF KYOTO GARDENS OF HONOLULU MEMORIAL PARK.
Introduced by: Ching C (586-9415)

HR0207 2004

HONORING AND CONGRATULATING EZRA R. KANOHO, RECIPIENT OF THE 2004
HOUSE CONCURRENT RESOLUTIONS & HOUSE RESOLUTIONS ADOPTED

HR0208 2004
HONORING AND CONGRATulating ANDY POEPOE RECIPIENT OF THE 2004 NATIVE HAWAIIAN CHAMBER OF COMMERCE’S ‘O’O AWARD.
Introduced by: Kahikina M (586-8465), Ontai G, Kahoʻolahala S, Bukoski K, Morita H, Kawakami B, Shimabukuro M, Waters T

HR0209 2004
HONORING THE MEMORY OF WESLEY J. BATALONA AND EXTENDING CONDOLENCES AND SYMPATHY TO HIS FAMILY.
Introduced by: Takamine D (586-6200)

HR0210 2004
Introduced by: Say C (586-6100), Luke S, Saiki S, Fox G

HR0211 2004
AUTHORIZING THE SPEAKER TO APPROVE THE JOURNAL OF THIS HOUSE OF ANY LEGISLATIVE DAY BEING COMPILED AS OF THE 60TH DAY.
Introduced by: Say C (586-6100), Luke S, Saiki S, Fox G

HR0212 2004
Introduced by: Say C (586-6100), Luke S, Saiki S, Fox G

HR0213 2004
AUTHORIZING THE SPEAKER TO DESIGNATE WHICH OF THE EMPLOYEES AND OFFICERS OF THE HOUSE BE GIVEN ADDITIONAL EMPLOYMENT TO MEET THE WORK AFTER THE SESSION AND FURTHER AUTHORIZING THE SPEAKER TO DETERMINE THE PERIOD OF EMPLOYMENT.
Introduced by: Say C (586-6100), Luke S, Saiki S, Fox G

HR0214 2004
Introduced by: Say C (586-6100)

HR0215 2004
INFORMING THE SENATE AND THE GOVERNOR THAT THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES IS READY TO ADJOURN SINE DIE.
Introduced by: Say C (586-6100), Luke S